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Large Turnout Expected For Election Here Tuesday
A large turnout of voters is anticipated in Tuesday's Democratic
primary here in which a slate of 58candidates are seeking nomination to 12
Murray an Calloway County elective
offices.
In addition to the 58 names appearing
on the local ballot, four unopposed
candidates, three Republicans and two
indektidents will automatically appear
on the November general election
ballot.
The unopposed candidates are Sid
Easley, who is running for the newly
created post of District Judge for

Calloway and Marshall counties;
Charles Hale, unopposed in his bid for
the nomination for Property Evaluation
Administrator; Kenneth ,C. Imes,
unopposed incumbent candidate for
Fifth District State Representative
serving Calloway and a portion of Trigg
County; and Gil Hopson, candidate for
Calloway _ County Fiscal Court
Magistrate from the second district of
Calloway County.
Republicans who will appear on the
November ballot are seeking positions
on the Murray Common Council. They
are Irma LaFollette and Stephen

Yarbrough who are running for Ward A
posts and John Neubauer who is running for a Ward B spot.
City voters will nominate six candidates from each of the two city wards
making a total of 12 nominees for the
city council posts. City voters may vote
for up to six candidates in each of the
wo wards making a total of 12 votes'
possible for each voter.
Independent candidates who are
scheduled to appear on the November
ballot include Ora Lee Lewis and Ted
Alexander, who have both filed for the
Sheriff's position.

In the 1973 election, the last time that
Executive
County-Judge
voters nominated candidates for
Incumbent Robert 0. Miller faces
mayor, county judge, sheriff, etc., 8,595
opposition from George H. Weaks.
County Attorney — Donald A. Jones
voters cast ballots.
The office of County Clerk Marvin
and Max Parker are both running for
Harris reports that 15,303 persons are
the post vacated by Sid Easley, who is
unopposed in his bid for district judge.
currently registered to vote in Calloway
County and pollwatchers are predicting
County Clerk — Incumbent Marvin
a record turnout.
Harris faces opposition from Lorene
County-wide races expected to draw
Falwell and Joe Ed Pritchett.
the most voters include the judge- 11. County Sheriff — The largest field of
any of Tuesday's county-wide races is
executive's race, the county clerk race
the Calloway County Sheriff's Race.
and the sheriff's race.
Here is a rundown of tomorrow's' The ten candidates seeking the
ballot:
Democratic nomination are David

Balentine, Joseph W. Beard, Jimmy E.
Cherry, Gerald Cohoon, James Ray
Hamilton, Jerry Lee Hopkins, Bennie
Jackson, Billy J. Jones, Max Morris
and Gene D. Starks. Two other candidates for the post, Ora Lee Lewis and
Ted Alexander, have filed as independents and will appear on the
November ballot.
County Jailer — Incumbent Huel
"Wimpy" Jones is opposed by Bill
Bailey and Billy Don Hamilton.
County Coroner — Two local men are
See ELECTION,
Page 14. Column 3

Crowd Pleasers Perform
At Charity Horse Show
By PETE WYRO
- Murray Ledger 8t Times Staff Writer
A blonde haired beauty on a jet black
steed, a pert and petite equestrian, and
a fast racking Miirrayan were the big,
crowd-pleasing, winners as the second
annual Kentucky State Charity Horse
Show spun through its final performances Saturday night in the
Western Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
A formal dedication ceremony
preceeded the actual showings, as
portraits of four men selected as the
vital players in the construction of the
facility, the first of its kind in the
Western Kentucky area, were unveiled,
and slated for hanging in the foyer of
HONORED AT DEDICATION: The four honorees at the dedication Saturday night of the West Kentucky livestock
the facility,
and Exposition Center on the Murray State University farm await the start of the dedicatory ceremonies just prior to
The four men honored were U.S.
the second evening's program of the Kentucky State Charity Horse Show. From the left, they are: Charles Pryor, Jr.,
Senator Wendell IL Ford, Kentucky
Stusis banker and chief administrative assistant to U.S. Senator Wendell H. Ford when he was governor of KenState Senator Pat McCuitton, Charles
tuck.Y; State Senator Pat McCuiston,Pembroke, president of the Murray.State Alemni Association; Mrs. John R.(Jack)
Pryor of Sturgis, Ky., and the late John
Vinson, Cadiz, whose late husband was an enthusiastic supporter of the project, and Senator Ford, who spoke
R.(Jack) Vinson, Jr.
he
when
fund
continguency
capital-construction
his
from
facility
the
funded
$2.6
who
Ford
Senator
was
It
briefly.
With the dedication completed
was the state's 49th governor.
however, the horsemen and women got
to work as they vied for the $3,800 in
cash, prizes and ribbons to be awarded
in the competition.
Tracey Carr, from Wingo, Ky. was
one of the first to take the applause of
the crowd which filled only half the
center. Decked out in a sparkling white
outfit she was a striking contrast to the
jet blackness of her horse, Jupitee's
BlaCk Lady, as she went on to'ivin the
Style Racking Horse event.
the
within
animals
four-legged
the
he
saying
as
Prichard was quoted
By M.C.GARROTT
Kathy Thompson was another of the
fence ( the horse show entries or to the
opposed "back door" financing by the
The reference last week by a member
favorites
with the audience as she rode
two-legged beings outside.
state of campus construction projects
of the Kentucky Council on Higher
her way to the U.P.H.A. Challenge Cup
an
is
it
circumstance,
either
"Under
or the provision of money for them
Education to the West Kentucky
Equitation Class-Chapter 9 Victory. She
insult to the people of West Kentucky."
without full approval of the council.
Livestock and Exposition Center at
is from Owensboro, Ky.
"has,
noted,
president
the
Prichard,
As examples, he referred to the
Murray State University as a
And, Murrayan Gene Rickman and
of course, never seen this facility, but
ciuncil's being "shut oat" of two major
"pig parlor" drew sharp fire from
his steed, Jubilee, thrilled the crowd
his
attitude
reflects
the
of
feelings
recent
in
projects
campus-construction
university officials Saturday night as
people who live upstate and who con- with their performance as they walked
years — Commonwealth Stadium at the
the $2.6 million facility was dedicated.
stantly look down on West Kentuckians. away with the Open Racking Horse
University of Kentucky and "a pig
Murray State President Constantine
racking dashes
"If the state were to build such a trophy. Their open
parlor" the Livestock and Exposition
Curris termed the remark, made by
drew repeated
along
fences
side
the
it
Louisville,
facility in Lexington or
Center) at Murray State University.
Edward Prichard, Frankfort attorney,
acgreat
a
as
heralded
be
would
atSpeaking before a large crowd
"an insult to the people of West Kencomplishment,'but when it is built in
tending the.second annual Kentucky
tucky."
West Kentucky, it is, of course, nothing
the
during
Show
Horse
Charity
State
Prichard's off-color reference to the
more than a 'pig parlor."
dedication ceremonies, the Murray
Murray facility was made May 16 at a
It has been prejudice of this type that
to
referring
in
said
president
meeting of the council's executive
has held back the development of the
Prichard's remark:
committee during a discussion instate, Curris noted, and charged that
"I find it disgusting, as I am sure you
volving construction of a neiv football
nature
this
of
comments
hear
to
do,
stadium at Kentucky State University
See EXPO CENTER,
coming out of Frankfort. I am not sire
without prior approval of the higher
Page 8, Column 4
Marcy Dawn Marine, a blonde and
to
refers
parlor'
'pig
to
reference
the
education body.
blue-eyed eight year old, was crowned
Kentucky Little Miss 1977 Sunday afternoon climaxing the second annual
Kentucky Little Miss Pageant at
To get some good tips on this year's tobacco crop, see
Murray State University.
the articles in today's Farm Section, pages 10-11.
Little Miss Marine was one of 24
Murray City Police have charged two
the
testants in
more persons in connection with a
pageant and will
represent the Comburglary at Boone's Laundry this
2,3
Local Scene
Partly cloudy today, tonight
monwealth of Kenmonth.
2
Horoscope
and Tuesday. Widely scattered
tucky in the National
Kenneth McFadden, 18, of Henry
3
Dear Abby
showers and thunderstorms
Little Miss Pageant
County, has been charged with theft by
4
Opinion Page
mainly in the afternoon and
in Roanoke, Va., late
6,7
Sports
unlawful taking, over $100 and theft by
night. High today and Tuesday in
next month. She was
9
Crossword
unlawful taking, under $100. He is now
the mid to upper 80s. Low tonight
9,12
Comics
sponsored by The
being held in the city jail on $1,000 bond.
in the mid to upper 60s.
Farm Pages
10,11
Youth Shop. The new
Also charged in that incident was a
12, 13
Classifieds
Kentucky Litle Miss,
Marcy Dawn
17-year old Henry County juvenile, who
Deaths & Funerals
9
One Section — 14 Pages
Marine
the daughter of Don
was released to the custody of his
parents.
4nd Carole Marine, Murray Route One,
is a second grader at North Calloway
Elementary School.
She succeeds Little Miss Ftenea
Gibson, six year old daughter of
Charles and Dianne Gibson of Mayfield.
Miss Gibson was one of the ten semifinalists in the National Little Miss
Pageant last year, and received the
award for Miss Photoge'nic.
The first runnerup was Jennifer Ann
Peyton, age seven, second grader at
Dawson Springs Grade School. A blueeyed blonde she is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Peyton, Dawson Springs,
and was sponsored by Pioneer Plastics,
Inc.
Second runnerup was Candice
Rochelle Howard, daughter of Carl and
Jill Howard, Murray. She is six years of
age, is a brown eyed bruncifte, and.was
PUBLIC HEARING—Several persons attended a public hearing this morning on the proposed renovation of the
sponsored by Carl's Corner.
old National Hotel Building into a low-rent housing project and senior citizens center. State officials conducting the
Paula Michele Bowen, Calvert City,
hearing explained that the grant application is due to be submitted on June 15 into a regional clearing house for
was
the third runnerup. A blue eyed
Department
the
of
Urban
and
be
will
Housing
to
and
between
submitted
consideration,
Development
preliminary
fourth grader of Calvert City
brunette
July 15 and August 1. HUD will have 75 days to act on the grant application, and it is expected to take nearly that
Elementary, she is the nine year old
other
is
most
than
application
lower
for
rated
and
borderline
projects,
the
approval
on
is
Murray
the
long, because
daughter of Larry and Ruth Bowen,
Another public hearing is set for tomorrow at 10 a. m.at the Murray City Hall.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Center Dedicated Saturday

MSU Officials Blast Reference
To Expo Center As 'Pig Parlor'

STEADY MOVIN'—Both in the
ready area and in the ring before the
judge and the crowd, the competitors in Saturday's edition of the
-Kentucky State Charity Horse Show
were steadily on the move as evidenced by this horse and rider as they
are caught executing a point of performance before the judge.
Stan Photo by Pete Wyro

applause from the gallery.
A complete listing of the winners,
their horses, the owoers and where they
are from is as follows:
American Saddlebred Three-Gaited

Pleasure Horse competition: First
place to Story Hills Myth Maker, ridden
by Albert Thompson, Owensboro, Ky.;
Second, Triple Bogie, ridden by Donna
Baldridge, owned by Village Green Golf
Course of Owensboro,Xy.; Third,king
Solomon, ridden and owned by Vicki
Utley from Paducah, Ky.
Open Roadster Pony competition:
First, Tiny Bubbles, with Gail
McCullan, owned by N.C. Edwards of
Jackson, Tenn.; Second, Miss Valerie,
ridden by Lee Kendall of South Fulton,
Ky.; and Third, Bold Venture, with Lee
Shipman, owned by Kendrix and Batt of
Bruceton, Tenn.
American Saddlebred Five-Gaited
Pleasure Horse class: First, The
Spoiler, ridden by Janet Bowman of
Lowerence, Ill.; Second, Vanity's
Justice._ ridden __by.Becky Grad, and
owned by Brass Tack Saddle Shop of
Evansville, Ind.; Third, Riverfarm
Dandy, with Sherry Mills, from
Evansville. also.
Tracey Carr won the Style Racking
class on her horse, Jupiter's Black
Lady. She is from Wingo, Ky. Others in
the class winning prizes were: Second,
Tanterras Delight; ridden by Gail
McCullan, and owned by N.C. Edwards
of Jackson, Tenn.; and Third, Go-Boy's
Rambling Heir, ridden and owned by
Penny Ray of Sedalia, Ky.
In the Open Fine Harness Pony Class,
First went to Daffy Duck,ridden by Bill
Williams and owned by Lee Kendall of
South Fulton, Ky.,Second to Glen Oak's
Duchess, ridden by Lee Shipman and
owned by Kendrix and Batt of
Bruceton, Tenn.; _with Third going to
Enchantress ridden by Owner W.D.
Menefee of Louisville.
Kathy Thompson took the U.P.H.A.
Challenge Cup class from her only
challenger, Vicki Utley of Paducah.
See HORSE SHOW,
Page 14, Column 3

Marcy Dawn Marine Crowned
Kentucky Little Miss Sunday

_

inside today

partly cloudy

_=

Two Are Charged
In Burglary Here

today's index

Route Three, Calvert City, and was
represented by Bray's Trucking
Company.
Fourth runnerup was Cammy Dawn
Gregory, nine year old blue eyed blonde
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Gregory,
404 Second Avenue, Calvert City. She
was sponsored by Smith Brothers, Inc.,
and her parents, and is a fourth grader
at Calvert Elementary.
The reigning Miss Paducah, Jane,
Marie Wager of Murray, presided oOr
the pageant as Mistress of Ceremonies.
She was Miss Murray State 1976 and
was chosen one of the ten finalists at the
Miss Kentucky Pageant. Miss Wager
enlertained with a ballet routine.
Judging this year's • pageant were

Diane Trenholm, W. Brown Hawley,
III, and Jackie Hays, all of whom were
residents of Paris, Tn.
Entertainment for the pageant was
also provided by Vonnie Hays,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hays,
Murray, who presented a tap dance
routine, and Angela Manning, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Manning,
Murray, who presented various piano
selections.
Lewis, attorney-at-law,
Richard
Benton, and former Chief Executive
Officer for Governor Julian Carroll,
welcomed the contestants, parents, and
guests. Also presented during the
See LITTLE MISS,
Page 9, Column 4

EAGLE SCOUTS—U. S. Senator Wendell H. ford (2nd from left) stands
with Greg Schanhacher, Greg Morton and Kent tyersmeyer following
ceremonies Saturday in which the three youths attained(fa& Scout
ranking.
(Stan Photo by Pete VI, yro)
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CAIAENDAR
Monday, May 23
Murray Woman's Club will
hold its general meeting and
installation of officers at 6:30
p. m. A memorial service for
deceased members, Reba
Overbey and Louise Dick, will
be at 5:30 p. rn. on the ,cliab
house lawn.

Tuesday, May 24
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet at the home of
Jane Morton at seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p. m. at the
Health Center.

ELECTION DAY. Exercise
Hardin Senior Citizens will
your right to vote.
9:30
a.
have a work day from
I». to three p. m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Creative Arts Department, the Woodmen of the World will
Murray Woman's Club, will meet with Martha Andrus at
meet for a brunch and open seven p. m.
meeting at 9:30 a. in. A
'display of arts and crafts will _ _Murray Quota Club v!till
meet at twelve noon at the
be shown.
Triangle Inn.
Pap Smear Clinic will be
held at the Calloway County
Health Center from one to
three p. m. Call 753-3381 for an
appointment.

Dexter Senior Citizens will
not meet due to election day.

Hardin Senior Citizens is
scheduled for social breakfast
from 7:30 to ten a. m. and
Reservations for ladies day shopping from ten a. m. to
luncheon at the Murray four p.m.
Country Club for Wednesday
should be made by today with
Ellis Center will be open
Mrs. Dan C. Hutson.
from ten a. m. to three p. in.
for activities by the Senior
Recovery, Inc., will meet at Citizens.
First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, at 7:30
Shuffleboard for Senior
p. m. Interested persons are Citizens will be at Ellis Center
invited.
Courts at 6:30 p. m.

Adult
Great
Books
Discussion Group will meet at
the Calloway Public Library
'at seven p. m.

Auditions for Community
Theatre, Inc., will be from six
to eight p. m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.

A light year is not a measurement of time but of distance.
It is the distance a ray of light
Would travel in one year,
about six trillion miles!

"Walt Disney World" will be
presented by I.yndia Cochran
Dan students at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University, at seven p. m.
Free admission, and public is
invited.'

For A

FULL-TIME
SHERIFF
Elect

GERALD
COHOON
Advertisement Paid for by the Candidate

•
e**• et•••
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•
••
•
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3319

I

Woody Hall
Diane Keaton In
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Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,MAY 24, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) int4
You may have to make an
important business decision.
Weigh all factors carefully and
state your decision clearly so
there will be no misunderstandings.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21),
An unpleasant destic
situation should be cl
now, so take a breather. A fe
hours 01 relaxation will dispel
any lingering "clouds" and put
your mind at ease.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Dealings
with
close
associates may not be entirely
satisfactory, but those with
persons at a distance could be
extremely successful
—
especially if finances are involved.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Don't let rumors and idle
speculation cause you to
become restless and (or) indecisive, Carry out your plans
as scheduled. Things should
turn out well.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
In spite of certain challenges
and opposition from the top,
don't let your optimism run
down. You are orrthe right track
— as others will see later.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP11..
Some puzzling situations
indicated. As with Gemini,
however, certain persona at a
distance could help you find
solutions.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23).Arie
A curious suggestion may be
made. If you have even the
slightest doubt about it, reject
summarily. Your hunches are
usually correct.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) rkeV
Curb a tendency toward wishful thinking. This is a day in
which to stress realism and
practicality. Imagination is
great — except wherLit runs out
of bounds.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Home and family concerns
under highly beneficial influences. In fact, a recent
domestic problem will finally be
straightened out satisfactorily.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to, Jan. 20) 10
- Don't regaid decisions made
in the a.m. as final. Certain
circumstances may necessitate
revision later in the day.
AQUARIUS
.(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -`^'
Yoe halm goci1 reason for
optimism now. A superior's
enthusiasm for your efforts not
only pays off, but further spurs
your ambition and incentive.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Others may be overly
aggressive, pressing for their
"rights" to the exclusion of
yours. Watch Your own interests. Don't, let anyone push
you around.

AMOS HILL
For City Council

Registration began at
11:30 sm. followed by a
luncheon. lbe Legion and
Auxiliary held separate
meetings during the afternoon.

heard reports from the
various committees.
Mrs. Frank Bradley,
Department president, was
guest speaker. Election of
officers was held with Mrs.
Geraldine Dickerson, of
Paducah Auxiliary Unit No.
31, being named president.
Mrs. McGrew Foster of
Burna was named vice
president
with
Mrs.
Walker
Jim
of La
Center, chaplain.

Mrs. Joe Austin, First
District president, of
Calvert City, presided over
the business session of the
Auxiliary at which time she

An invitation for the fall
conference was extended
by the Paducah Post Unit 31
and will be held in September.

The annual Spring Conference of the American
Legion. and Auxiliary was
held Sunday, May 15, at La
Center, Ky. with the
Ballard Post and Unit No. 3.
serving as host.

Word - A

Your Vote & Influence
Will Be Appreciated
•
• •I

Put a little
sizzle into your
Tuesday.
Sirloin Stockade Special Steak!
that
rnouth! We serve
will melt inStyour
it sizzlin' hot with your choice
of potato and a thick slice
of Stockade Toast.

NEED A RIDE
TO TNE POLLS?
CALL 753-3855

(led
DONALD A.

INCLUDES

JONES
COUNTY

Salad and Drink

A

IRWIN
TOCKAINE

ATTORNEY
P Cot

by DoAold A Ion.

THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE

Say hello to
MountainDew
in the Gallon Pack
Aod save.

)600

[WOW

1010 Chestnut

Your Individual
Horoscope

flounced the following line-up:
No. 1 Tee9:00 a. m. — Frances Hulse,
Carol Hibbard, Jerlene
Sullivan, and Inus Orr.
9:10 a. m.'— Phyllis Kain,
Betty Lowry, Toni Hopson,
and Margaret Shuffett.
9:20 a. m. — Edith Garrbson,
uozsee,
Jean
t.aIissyta
Garrott,and Eleanor Diuguid.
9:30 a. m. — Dianne
Villanova, Dorothy Fike,
Norma Frank, and Louise
Lamb.
9:40 a. m. — Nancy Frandrich, .guldene Robinson,
Rowena Cullom, and Martha
Sue Ryan.
9:50 a. m. — Betty Stewart,
Betty Jo Purdom,Sue Brown,
and Euvie Mitchell.
No. 4 Tee9:00 a. m. — Faira
Alexander, Vicki Baker, Sue
Costello,
and
Pat
McReynolds.
9:10 a. m. — Elizabeth
Slusrneyer, Billie Cohoon,
Chris Graham, and Thelma
Eckerdt.
9:20 a. m. — Rebecca Irvan,
Aurelia
Batts,
Mickey
Phillips, and Alice Purdom.
No? Tee9:00 a. m. — Anna Mary
Adams, Lorraine Maggard,
and Betty Hunter.
9:10 a. m. — Urtent.
Koenen, Carla Rexroat, and
Cindy Ashby.

Please Vote to.

.12.tigt

lit 4 on tho ballot on May 24

1006 Chestnut

Eleanor Diuguid served as
golf hostess on Wednesday
morning, May 18, for the
Ladies Day Golf at the Murray
Country Club.
Phyllis Kain fired a 42 to
capture medalist honors in the
Cbampionship,flight, and the
was Eleanor
runner-up
Diuguid. Rowena Cullum had
low puts.
First flight medalist was
lnus Orr and runner-up was
Edith Garrison.
Jean Doxee was second
flight medalist and Rebecca
Irvan was the runner-up.
Third flight medalist was
Mickey Phillips with Aurelia
Batts winning runner-up
honors.
Euvie Mitchell will be the
golf hostess for Wednesday,
May 25, and she, has an-

nap-

Your vote witl be appreciated.
Political ad paid for by candidate

•••••

Phyllis Kain. Medalist For
Ladies Day; Pairings Given

Legion, Auxiliary Hold Spring
Conference In La Center On Sunday ,

MOONSHINE
County Morns

•••
••
••

t

Open 7:45
Start 8:10

•
•
••410
'• •
• .•

•
•
•

)(

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a bright and
clever mind; are skilled in
many fields but are inclined to
scatter your energies to the
detriment of nerves and health.
You have both artistic and
executive talents, but may
reach the greatest heights of
-Success through writing,
sculpture or music. Governed
by Mercury, the "winged
messenger of the gods," you
can excel in any field of communication, in all branches of
aviation; in any career which
invortees travel You are a
dreamer and an idealist, but
don't just daydream.

------------------—

-------RETAIL STORE COUPON

Now save 25 cents when you
say hello to a whole gallon of
sunshine-bright Mountain Dew in
eight 16-oz. returnable bottles.
That's more than twenty-five
5-ounce servings of Mountain Dew
the unique, lemony soft drink from
the makersofPeps -Cola

Hello Sunshine.
Hello Mountain Dew.
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BOTTIED BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO.PADUCAH,KY UNDER APPOINTMF.NT FROM
PepsiCo .INC , PURCHASE, NA,t
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39 Seniors To Receive
Diplomas At Sedalia High

IDeox
by Abigail Van Buren
P

With Grandchild
IIP! DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are'expecting our first
lhild in August, and my mother has already notified metha(sTie is coming to "help me" with the baby. This will be
her first grandchild, so we can appreciate her eagerness to
"help," but I hope you will publish this letter. It may save
our happy relationship with Mom
We want Mom to know that we have taken a course in
how to handle a new baby, so if she really wants to help,
she can pitch in and do the laundry cleaning and cooking.
But when it comes to handling the baby, that will be OUR.—
responsibility.
All too often "Grandma" moves in to "help- and She
takes charge of the baby completely, making the new
mother feel as though she is not yet capable of being a
'
mother.
I'd like Mom to know that I love her, but I'm fully
prepared for motherhood, so if she's traveling 2,000 miles
to "help" me. I hope she sticks to the housekeeping duties.
HER LOVING DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER. If your mom doesn't see this, and
makes the trip anyway, please let her hold her grandchild
once in a while, dear.
She's not traveling 2.000 miles to do your laundry.

GIVE SCHOLARSHIP—Renee Tobey, center, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L
Tobey, senior at Calloway County High School, was presented with the $100 scholarship by the Murray Business and Professional Women's Club at the breakfast held
Thursday at Perkins Pancake House. Presenting the check is Linda Carter, club
president, right, who was also presented with a past president's pin by Betts, 0. Vinson.
On the left is Lucille Thurman, chairman of the scholarship committee of the club. Mrs.
Carter presented the new club president, Euple Ward, with the traveling gavel and her
president's pin.
SUM Photo by4o Burkeen

DEAR ABBY: We don't know whether 'we have a
problem or not, but many of our friends have -suggested
that we might have.
call him "Buddy") has asked if he could take
Our son
ballet lessons. He is nearly 10, and is a perfectly normal
boy in all respects, but this request of his has us worried
His father is afraid this might be a sign that his son isn't
going to be "all man,- and I'm afraid we might not have any
grandchildren. IHe is our only child, and I've had a
hysterectomy.)
Buddy is graceful and well-coordinated, having taken
figure skating for two years, but his father had hoped he'd
get interested in contact sports.
What is your thinking on this?
BUDDY'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: It takes a great deal of "manly
discipline" for a boy to excel at ballet. If your 10-year-old
son wants to take ballet lessons, don't discourage him.
DEAR ABBY: If the husband is all dressed up in a pale
blue jacket and light slacks and looks like he's going to
Hawaii, shouldn't the wife dress accordingly, instead of
wearing a black gabardine suit like she's going to New
York?
How can I tell these friends of ours that they look like"
they don't belong together? It's odd, and people talk.
Should I mention this tit the wife? Or should my husband
mention this to the husband?
A-FRIEND'
DEAR FRIEND: I.don't recommend talking to either
one about it. More important than whether people "look"
like they belong together is whether they FEEL like they
belong together.
Everyone has• problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope, please.
Please vote For

ELBERT "SALTY" THOMASON
F.,
Councilman-Word B
Sub}ect to Democaat Primary
May 24, 1977
Your Support And Influence Will
Be greatly appreciated!
Po brit& ad pore,/ for by coododoro

NEED A RIDE
TO THE POLLS?
CALL 753-3855

I

(led
DONALD A.

JONES
COUNTY
ATTORNEY
br

"Wait Disney
World"
presented by
students of

LYNDIA COCHRAN
DANCE STUDIO
Tuelday, May 24
at 7:00 p. m.
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University
Public Invited — Free Admission

'Thirty-nine seniors will
receive their diplomas at
Sedalia High School during
Commencement exercises
at 8 p.m. Monday, May 23.
Gilliam
Guthrie, a
graduate of Sedalia High
School and presently the
director of the MayfieldGraves Co. Park Department, will be the Commencement speaker.
Following his graduation
frorn Sedalia in 1956,
Guthrie was awarded
bachelor and master's
Bethel
degrees from
College in McKenzie,
Tenn , and Southeast
University,
Missouri
respectively. He Was
employed eight yeari as a
teacher and coach in
Missouri and Illinois,
followed by eight years as
activities 'director at the
Vienna, Ill., Correctional
Center.
There will be no Baccalaureate service, for
Sedalia graduates.
Angela Carol Davis,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Davis, is valedictorian among this year's
seniors, Her grade point
average is 97.54.
She has served as state
president of Teens Who
Care, second vice president
of the FHA, and secretary
of the Beta Club
Miss Davis has received
the Outstanding Senior Girl
award from. the Optimist

Jon Edwards.
Tammy Lou Edwards,
Cathy Lynn England, Paula
Jean Farris, Marilyn
Annette Foy., Carrie Sue
Hartsfield, Shirley Ruth
McCuan, Befits Faye
Miller, Cindy Lou Miller,
Tani Gail Perry.
Connie June Rose, Linda
Kay Sanders, Shelia Kaye
Sanderson, Rhonda Renea
• Sluder, Belinda June
Walker, and Betty Jane
Ward.
'BENITA F. MILLER
SALUTATORIAN
Murray State
attend
University and study home
economics and elementary
education.
According to Sedalia
Principal Jimmy Wiggins,
the knowing seniors will
receive diplomas:
Lube Boyd Beadles,
Charles Ray Breedlove,
Steven Anthony Burkeen,
Jim Alan Bowlin, James
Thomas Carter, Gordon
.Lee -Cavitt, Richard Lee
Clark,
James Steve Dobson,
Michael James Flint,
Ernest Leon ' Hartline,
Kelvin Maurice Howard,
Dan Edward Jordon,
Patrick Shayne Key,
Robert Allan Linton,
Ronald Wayne Roach,
James Calvin Warren,
Ronald Wilson Williams.
Donna Joe Anderson,
Tina Carol Blair, Patricia
Ann Boyd, Cynthia Ann
Britt, Karen Ann 'Canter,
Angela Carol Davis, Nancy

THIS IS A
TOWN!
Lit

miaow pt.

Mrs Kathryn Ontland
Phone tS3 1079

Attention
Photo-Masters, Inc.
NEW OFFICERS of the Murray Business and Professional Women's Club were inon
stalled by Betty 0. Vinson, left, at the breakfast held at the Perkins Pancake House
Thursday, May 19, at seven a.m. Mrs. Vinson, assisted by Annie Nance, used flowers to
intypify the different duties of the officers. Laura Jennings was chairman of the
stallation committee. New officers are, left to right, Frances Shea, recording secret";
Dotty Rogers, corresponding secretary; /Vines (Tot) McDaniel vice-president; Euple
Ward, president Betty Lou Hill, treasurer. Gussie Adams gave the invocation and
seventeen persons were present.
Ste Photo bv to Burkeen

Corinne Henry McNutt Will
Retire From City System
Ms. Corinne Henry McNutt
is retiring from the Murray
City School System where she
has served as a speech and
hearing therapist for the past
twenty years.
She received her specialized
training at the Bill Wilkerson
Speech and Hearing Center,
Nashville, Tn.; Ohio State
University, Athens, Ohio;.and
the University of Kentucky,
Lexington. She completed her
Bachelor of Science and
Master of Arts degrees at
Murray State University.
This year marks the end of
her 34 years of Kentucky
teaching service which includes in addition to the
Murray City Schools, teaching
in Calloway County, Paducah
City Schools and Mayfield City
Schools. • For five years she
taught Business Training in
- the Miami Dade Ciminty
Vocational School and served

in the Teacher personnel
department at the Board of
Education, Miami, Florida
Ms. McNutt pioneered the
field of speech pathology and
audiology here in Western
Kentucky. At the time she
started her work, the
profession had only been in

Packing tips
for self-movers

Pageants To
Be Held At
Lee College
Entries are now being accepted for the second annual
Kentucky state Miss U.S.Teen
and the Little American Miss
joint pageant, which is
scheduled for Friday and
Saturday. August 5-6 on the
Lee College campus at
Jackson:
Entry information on the
joint pageant is available by
writing to Mrs. John —R.
Taylor, Rote 8-Box 37,
Jonesboro, Tn., 37659.
The Miss U.S. Teen contest
is open to all Kentucky girls
ages 13 to 19, while the Little
American Miss event is open
to girls ages three to 12.
Winners and runnersup in
both events will be eligible to
compete in the national finals
Scheduled for late August in
Lake Charles, La.
Reigning Kentucky Miss
U.S. Teen is _Sandra Scarborough of Everts, while the
Kentucky Little American
Miss titleholder is Tina Helene
Britt, also of Evarts.

participating in a National
Association.
Education
Washington., D. C., visitation
program along with 29 other
U. S. Teachers, visitiric
schools of thirteen European
Countries during the summer
of 1966.

Corinne Henry McNutt
public schools about 20 year,
When she started she serve,
the four city_.schools, ineludi,
Douglas High School and t:
School of New Hope which w
under the supervision of Mt:Frances Bradley. In additr
to the city schools, she al.
served the five elementart.
and high schools which wer.
located in Calloway Count!,
One of the highlights of.h,,r•
teaching career includi •

When packing tor a inc‘.e.
make things easier tor you
and your family by taking j
few tips from - the pr,,,
(anyone who's moved before
• Use plastiL food bags t‘i
wrap pieces of china so dishes
won't have to be washed
when you arrive.
• Pack
pare' towels
around glassware. instead ot
newspaper. Keep; things
cleaner and towels can be
used for cleaning when you're
moving in.
• When
dismantling
appliances and furniture. carry
a supply of enyelope.. Nuts.
screws and bolts cat he sealed
in the envelope withart
ex front.planatit
of their uses on
the
• The day /vitae the
move, make up beds with
clean linen. On moving day.
roll up bedclothes like
camping bedroll and pack,
ready to unroll .again
as beds are set up.

Will Be At

Uncle Jeff's

ANGELA C. DAVIS
VALEDICTORIAN

To Take Pictures Of
-You and Your Family

Club. Outstanding Senior
by the Kiwanis Club. and
she was named a Star
Student by the MayfieldGraves Co. Chamber of
has
She
Commerce
Alumni
an
received
Scholarship to Murray
State University where she
will study business
Benita Faye Miller,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer C. Miller, Route 7,
Mayfield, is salutatorian at
Sedalia Her grade point
standing is 47.45.
She has served as FHA
regional secretary, Beta
Club president, member of
Teens Who Care, editor of
the school newspaper.
Office assistant, senior
and
reporter,
class
member of the Annual
stall
Miss Miller has been
av.arded a Woodmen of the
World History Award,
inclusion in the Society of
American
Distinguished
High School, Students,
Who's Who • Among High
School Students, and Most
Studious She has received
a Women's Club scholarship and a KentuckyTennessee Distributors
scholarship. She plans to

8 x 10 - For 90t
iPlus60e Handling)

Friday-Saturday
May 27th - 28th
Noon —8 p
Children or Family Groups
C'hoice of Poses

ThotoJlasterte.
When it comes to
photos - we are masters
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Here's Why
You Should Vote
for

Gerald Cohoon
candidate for

SHERIFF
If elected Sheriff of Calloway County in the May 24 primary vie( non I
to ac«implish the following things
The Sheriff's Office in the(allovvay(ounty Courthouse will he tycn
every. Saturday till noon for the convenience of the people.
Realizing that drugs and alcohol are growing problems in (
County.. I will strenuously seek out drug and alcohol pushers "and si:ek slit ter, more appropriate punishment for thew violators. As a «immunity sir
vir e. I will work for and enthusiastically support the development itt J drug
educational and rehabilitation program in Calloway(ounty
I will work Closely and in harmony with the Kentur ky State Polk e and
the Murray City Polk e as well as with all other law enforc ement agenries
in strict enforcement of the law. I am fully aware of the great assets we
have in our wildlife resources and will work closely with the Kentur ky Fish
and Wildlife Department in arresting and seeking convic lion ot all violators
of the state's fish and game laws, especially deer poac hers and other
jacklighting violators.
I will make a monthly' public. report of the activities of the Sheriff's Office to the people, including the number of arrests, the number of breakins and those cases which have been solved. I strongly ieel that the public
should be kept informed on what goes on in the Sheriff's Office.
pledge to do or work enthusiastic ally

Free for the Asking!
rite

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Mil rray, KY 42071

VOTE FOR

DICK GEORGE
Councilman, Ward
Your vote ond su:
will be opprecm::.rh,s'oct paid for by
Ihi.
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rray Ledger & Times

Walter L. Apperson, publisher

mUltHAY

ih.

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

tclitorial, and opinionated article, on the, page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free coo:Range of differing
opinion, fetiet, to the
reopurvie IO CdttOriaLY dfid
paiitakatrt.t article,are eniour.igi-U
Ctiltor, of tin, newspaper ,tiongd, belie,e that to lung_
,pitniwuned artnie, to onh those which parraltel the editorial
ohilosophs
thi, :lea +paper would be a disservice to Our readers
rehire op urge readers any do not agree itith an editorial Ntanil
.:o
an-armed tip it. LaiLL Likud ardor In a CaltiMa• ‘
1.,
Pand
thell ei•1 rte. oil the t
.n.41...r
beat,:
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Agree Or Not

hEART11N,
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all-ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns. write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Day ton St., Weit Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 64 years old and
have driven a car most of my life.
One of the major expenses for me has
always been the replacement of tires.
Do you have any advice about how I can
my tires last longer? P. R.
'
40* ANSWER:.The care of your tires is
one of the most important things you
can do for your car. Properly balanced
and inflated tires are not only safer, but
your gas mileage will be much better.
The following tips will help in improving the performance of your tires.
Have your tires rotated every 5,000
miles. This will even the wear of the
treads.
2. Make sure that your tires are
always properly inflated.
3. Avoid quick starts and stops. They
cause heat build-up and smear the
tread across the road.
4. Do not drive fast around curves.
5. Check regularly to see that your
valve caps are securely fastened.
6. You should never mix different

1

CPHE, Finance,
To Contra! Campuses

types of tires on the same axle.
7. If you are storing tires, store them
in a cool, dry,sunless location.
Also, stack them; do not hang or
stand them on end.
HEARTLINE: I am 67 years old and I
have been receiving Social Security
benefits for five years.
I have been on Medicare the.past two
years, but have not needed it until last
month when my doctor treated me for
three different things at that time.
When I turn my bill into Medicare,
should I have it itemized? M. K.
ANSWER: This is a very common
question. The advice that Headline has
received from Medicare carriers1s that
where multiple services are provided,
show a breakdown of charges for each
service. Otherwise, indicate the charge
is a "flat fee."
For people on Medicare, Headline
developed "Headline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been,completely updated and is written in easyquestion-and-answer
to-understand,
form. It includes a' complete ex-,
planation of Parts A and B, an explanation of reasonable charges and a
sample Medicare claim form with
instructions on how to fill it out.
To order your copy, send $1.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
This book is completely guaranteed.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.

Sensing The k‘ews
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
* tiecilliveVice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: ANTI-NUCLEAR EMOTIONALISM

By Anthony Harrigan
West Germany's decision to proceed
with a $2.7 billion plutonium-based
nuclear reactor project underlines the
folly of President Carter's decision to
cancel the Clinch River nuclear
breeder reactor project, which would
produce its own fuel. Mr. Carter canceled this enormously important
energy project because of fear that
plutonium will be diverted to nuclear
weapons.
Other countries, however, have no
intention of halting their nuclear
programs. West Germany says it will
sell reactors to "any country that wants
one or more of them."
In view of this, it is absurd for the
United States to stand on the sidelines
and refuse to participate in advances in
nuclear energy development.
Abrey Wagner, chairman of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, has said
that the breeder reactor project "ought
to be completed."
Unfortunately,,President Carter has
bowed to the pressures from scare
groups — that deal in emotionalism.
Worldwide advances in nuclear
technology have been impeded by
emotionalism and anti-scientific
superstition. Jan M. Doderlein of the
Institute for Atomic Energy in Norway
recently took note of this in an article in
Nature.
Dr. Doderlein pointed out that "in
some cultural and political groups,
increasing numbers of people are
seeking mystical or irrational escapes
from many realities of modern society.
One of the consequences or
irrationalism and emotionalism is a
desire for simplificatioriof life and for a
low energy society, a desire which is
reinforced by 'scientific' doomsday
prophecies."
Dr. Doderlein added: "Nuclear
power is not a simple technology; it can
produce prodigious amounts of energy;
emotionally it can be construed as
having a certain 'doomsday character'; and it requires qualified expertise.
Nuclear power can therefore be seen as
the antithesis of irrationalism, a view
which easily creates a strong,
emotionally based anti-nuclear attitude."
The Norwegian scientist concludes' ,
therefore, that the anti-nuclear campaign is a natural outlet for many
irrational needs in our society. "One
perspective on the nuclear debate," he
says, "is that our dominant problem
may be that of fighting emotionalism
and irrationalism."
The anti-nuclear campaign has
confused segments of the U. S. public.
This isn't surprising, for there is
plethora of manifestoes and statements
opposed to various aspects of nuclear
energy.
Dr. Doderlein points out that
"practically without exception, the
participants in the anti-nuclear
manifestoes have no technical
background in fields relevant to
nuclear technology."
Much of the controversy over nuclear

The Editor's
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HARRIGAN

energy involves scares as to toxic
materials. Plutonium is highly toxic.
But Dr. Doderlein observes that the
long life of radioactive waste should not
be judged in isolation. "Industry," he
writes, "including power production
from oil and coal gives uncontrolled
releases to the environment of substances which remain taxi for infinite
times; civilization is accustomed to
living with poisonous materials that
remain toxic for times longer than the
life of radioactive substances. For
civilization as we know it there is thus
only a choice of which toxic materials
we wish to handle."
In the months and-years ahead, the
American people will be called on to
make important decisions regarding
energy development. Dr. Doderlein
rightly says, "as many problems as
possible should be decided on a
reasoned, factual and rational basis."
Unfortunately, anti-nuclear hysteria
prevents many pople from making
reasoned decisions.

VAN CURON

By S. C. Van Curon

stadium for that is financed with
FRANKFORT — An agreement
revenue bonds through the athletic
reached between the Council on Public
department.
Higher, Education and the Finance
The University of Louisville had
Department gives the two state
$53,334,000; Eastern Kentucky State
agencies strong control over real estate
University, $66,990,000; Western State
purchased and construction on the
University,847,964,000; Morehead State,
campuses of state-supported univerUniversity, $35,215,000; Kentucky State
sities and colleges.
University, $8,484,000; and Northern
Any such transaction valued at over
Kentucky'StateUniversity, 812,230,000.
$25,000 must be reviewed and approved
These figures are from a financial
by the two state agencies.
Finance Commissioner Russell' report of the Finance Dept.
Overbuilding has been evident in
McClure said the new regulation is
some cases in the "empire building"
designed to see that the higher
ctei.t
education dollar is spent more wisely
Murray
utton State
f
and in a coordinated pattern for the
University is the one
institution
higher learning that has
furtherance of higher education.
had a problem of overbuilding dorHarry/ Snyder, director of the
mitories, and still has a problem but it
education council, said the new policy
may be solved with the recent
also will -tighten up potential comagreement with Tennessee to accept
mitments that state education inout-of-state students from some borstitutions make when they accept
dering counties at the same in-student
federal grants."
enrollment cost'" Western also has this
McClure said he wanted it made clear
reciprocal agreement with Tennessee.
that the new policy is designed "to help
Western has solved its problem of
institutions of higher learning" • in
dormitory occupancy for the most part •
planning their building programs and
by requiring sophomores as well as
expansions in the future." We are "not
freshmen to live in dormitories.
going to stand in the way of growth and
Morehead is nearing solution to its
progress," he said.
Since the early 1960s when the post- ... problem in dormitories. It now has
about 93 per cent occupancy, according
World War baby boom began to cause
to Keith Pappas, public information
increased enrollment in Kentucky
director. The 150-resident athletic
supported colleges and universities, the
dormitory was vacated during the fuel
institutions of higher learning have
shortage last winter because it was the
been on an expansion spree.
only one heated by natural gas.
Editorial writers and columnists
Athletes' were moved into other doraccused the presidents of these statemitories with vacant rooms. He said the
supported institutions of higher learresidency in dormitories is about 93 per
ning of being "empire builders," but
cent which is considered withitl the
the presidents stoutly denied this
accepted range.
through the years.
The University of Kentucky is the
In the 1970s, increased enrollments
only one with a shortage of dormitory
began to drop off from the high perspace. UK has held off in building new
centage brackets and have leveled off
to a small increase each year.
dorms, hoping that private enterprise
will take care of the surplus hqusing.
There was no doubt about it, and
construction figures substantiate this,
that the universities were on a building
spreeduring the 1960s.
The state-supported colleges and
universities have $363,189,500 outJesse Stuart and Dr. Leslie Smith will
standing in revenue bonds as of June 30,
be speakers for commencement
1976. Bond payments are made once
exercises at Murray State University
each year and the figure will not chan,ge
on May 28 and 29.
until the end of this fiscal year, Ike
"A Night In Arabia" will be the
Watson, head of the bond division in the
theme of the third annual charity ball to
Office of Program and Management in
be held June 10 at the Murray State
the Finance Department,said.
- University Student Union Building.
Before the new policy was recently
Deaths reported include Mrs. Patsy
instituted, the Council on Public Higher - Drummond Forsee, Kenneth Bragg,
Education had authority only to apand James Slow.
prove land acquisitions or building
Miss Letha Young, daughter of Mr.
programs entailing $100,000 or more.
and Mrs. Alfred Young of Murray, is
Before the Council gained more power
one of forty-two candidates for
about five years ago, university
graduation certificates at the Baptist
presidents and boards of regents had
Memorial Hospital School of Nursing,
authority to start building programs
Memphis, Tn., on June 9.
and it was almost automatic that the
Nailed as recipient of the Kirksey
Finance Department approved them.
School Parent-Teacher Association
Naturally, the University of Kenscholarship was Robbie Marine, senior
tucky has the largest amount of outat Calloway County High School and
standing revenue bonds, $103,397,500,
daughter of Mrs. Angie Marine and the
which does not include the new football
late Rob Marine.

10 Years Ago

Letters To The Editor

Thanks From England
33A High Street
Billingshurst
Sussex,England
Dear Editor:
We would be grateful for space to
inform your readers how much we
appreciated the visit last October of a
group of young Christians with their
pastor from your area. The fruit of the
outreach in which they played a vital
part has stood the test of time and they
themselves made a lasting impression
by their infectious enthusiasm.
Through what God initiated then we
have today weekly meetings in three
different places of young Christians
who are committed and quite mature in
their .faith. They have also become
members of their local churches and we
trust that the Spirit in them will bring
new life in this historic hour to the
different denominations to which they
belong.

The group called "Praise" came
from Maranatha Ministries with their
Pastor, Bob Weiner, and Co-Pastor, Jo
Smith.
With Christian love,
Yours sincerely,
Peter Gillingham
Canon Chaplain to Her Majesty
The Queen
Vicar of Horsham
Edgar Wallace
Chairman Crawley Deanery Youth
Committee,
Chaplain to Toe H Crawley
C. Lynn Green
Director, Youth With A
Mission
Great Britain
Nis
Andrew Pearson
Curate,St. Mary's
Billingshurst

one wants to go on record as to whether
he is in favor of, or opposed to the
legalizing of the sale of alcoholic
beverages in our now legally dry area.
Speak up, Candidates! The voters, I
am sure, would appreciate your
willingness to say publicly how you feel
about this sensitive issue that seems
sure tcrcome up for a vote in the near
future.
Julian Warren
Murray, Ky.

Jean Lorrah, an English professor at
Murray State University, has sent an
interesting item to us. The article
appeared in a Colorado newsletter for
librarians and makes a point about our
country's — and our children's —
current reading habits.
The article is printed below — draw
your own conclusions.
-0+0
"Friday after school, I was behind
my circulation desk, considering the
similarities between librarians and
bartenders. Clustered around the desk
were about five of my 'regulars.' They
had dropped by for a purely social visit,
and were leaning casually on the 'bar,'
chatting. I was occasionally dispensing
a -book while keeping an ear in about
four conversations, when the similarity
hit me.
"The students who came to my
library are of all types, and they don't
always cotne in for books. Just like
many adults don't visit the local tavern
for the booze. They want to talk, mix
with people they know, be accepted.
The difference is, people visiting the
pub will pick up a beer, and I can't get
some of these kids to read a book.
"I wish that librarians and books had
the same press and exposure that
alcohol does. While watching Police
Woman,a few weeks ago,I noticed that
five scenes were set in bars. Not only
the bad guys, but the good guys, were
shown enjoying the liquid spirits. The
constant exposure to values Insures
that the viewer will adopt some of
them. The kids sure know a lot about
booze! I just wish there were some way
to expose these same kids to the value
of reading. The junior high kids are
around my tar' today. I can't help
wondering where they'll be tomorrow."
0+0
The following discussion of the different meanings conveyed when an
adverb is placed at different spots in a
sentence originally appeared in the
"AP Log," a publication of the
Associated Press.
We promise ourselves to try to
_remember these rules for future
writings, and thought we'd pass them
along for olir readers' benefit.

The little adverb "only" is not among
the big troublemakers in syntax, but it
can cause enough misthief in its own
quiet way to deserve.attention.
Syntax apart, "only" often carries
editorial nuances. "Only three of five
government programs were started"
reads differently without the adverb.
It's seldom necessary in such contests,
anyway; the numbers will speak for
themselves.
What about placement of "only" in a
sentence? An old rule says to put it next
to the word or phrase it modifies. You'll
never go far wrong doing that, though
at times your sentence won't sound
quite idiomatic.
Speakers and writers often depart
from the orthodox placement and many
leading authorities, including the
Harper Dictionary of Modern Usage,
think it is pedantry to nag them for it.
"He only died a week ago" is really
as clear and perhaps more conversational, than "he died only a week
ago." Speechways favor the first and
writing can safely follow where there's
no conceivable ambiguity.
It's different in this sentenee:'Three
men only arrived before noon." Does
"only refer to the three? Then it goes
before. Or the arrival tithe? Then it
goes after the verb.
Finally in a long sentence where
:'only" should serve to signal the sense,
it's always wise to abandOn the
traditional placement:
"The ArabaJwill undergo the trouble
of organizing themselves into a
coherent force, with real Striking
power, only if Israel concedes..." Here
"only" ought to precede "undergo."
So there's no cast-iron rule. Make
sure ,that "only" modifies what you
want it to modify; that the meaning is
clear, and put it next to the element to
be modified in case of doubt.
If you think, despite all this, that
"only" can be dropped in at random,
consider this classic word game. In the
following sentence, "only" can be
placed in eight different ways, and the
meaning will change each time:
I only hit him in the eye yesterday.

20 Years Ago
A windstorm struck Lalloway County
the night of May 21, but damage apparently is spotted over the city and
county. A heavy rainfall and lightning
accompanied the windstorm.
Miss Julie Hawkins of Murray has
been named for the Breckenridge
Chapter award for the outstanding
graduate senior in social work at the
University of Kenttielry,Lexington.
New officers of the Lynn Grove
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America are Martha Story, Glinda
Cooper, Shirley Hill, Sonya Miller, Dian
Taylor, Betty Rogers, Reda Brandon,
Judy McNeely, Janice Cook, Shirley
Stone,and Shirlie Lassiter.
Births reported include a girl, Debra
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lowell
Cooper on May 6.
Murray Southern Bell Telephone
employees and their families held a
picnic at the farm of the plant forman,
011ie Brown.
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Let's Stay Well

Use Of Forceps To Deliver Baby

What About Alcohol?
Dear Editor:
We are now being given a generous
amount of information about a large
number of candidates seeking office in
the coming election. We read and hear
from almost every office-seeker how
well qualified each one is and why he or
she should be entrusted with the
responsibility of making Murray and
Calloway County a better place.
I notice a strange silence on the part
of these office-seekers. It seems that no

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

'

By F.J.L. Blastngame, M.D
0. Mrs. D. D., the mother of
five children, writes that she
had a difficult delivery of her
last baby recently and that the
physician had to use forceps.
She wonders if forceps can
damage a baby's brain.
A. Forceps is a most useful
instrument and is designed to
fit about a baby's head without
potential damage to the infant's brain. It could be subjected to much longer molding
and pressure if the baby's head
were not assisted out of the

birth canal with forceps.
When labor is long, the
mother may be near exhaitsAon and her muscles fatigued
so that she has difficulty in the
late part of her delivery. She is
greatly ielieved by the physician assisting with forceps. It is
particularly useful if the baby
is Showing signs of stress.
Delivery can be speeded up to
prevent or lessen brain
damage from lack of oxygen.
Forceps may occasionally be
helpful in a normal delivery

F.J L Blasingame,
but is particularly useful both be due taa virus. The illness
to the baby and mother in long, behaves like a alignancy and
hard lapor. such as you ap- often shows a low-grade fever.
Hodgkin's disease often apparently ,had.
pears among younger persons
Hodgkin's Disease Not and in clusters at times.
Contagious
However, the vast Majority of
0. M.S.P.'s nephew cases occur singly and cannot
developed Hodgkin's disease be related to an infectious
about the same time as his col- agent which was transmitted
lege roommate. He wants to from another person.
It is most likely that the cases
know if the disease is conoccurring in your nephew.and
tagious.
A. The came of Hodgkin's his roommate are strictly coindisease is unknown and may cidental.

,
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DOWNTOWN COURT
SQUARE
MURRAY,KY.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
MAY 27828
9:00 A.M. To 9:00 P.M.
Games,

---Races,„
'-Special Events,

Entertainment!
FUN - FUN - FUN Something For Ail Ages
Free
Parking
Friday

Live Country
Music Concert
Friday 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Sponsored By The

Saturday

Kentucky Lake
Music Barn

Free
Parking
Friday
&
Saturday

Sponsored By The
Golden Age Club

Sponsored By The Lions Club

Sack Races

Saturday at 1:00

Saturday at 100

Sponsored By The
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees

Various Age Groups
Sponsored By The Boy Scouts

rIg

Mail to: Hodge & Son, 205 S. 5th, Murray,Ky.42071

Co Ca#4,g
otesis
Friday

Entry Form
Name
Address
Phone
Parents Signature (If wider

at

City

•
Age

Pie Bake-Off
Horse Shoe Contest
Hula-Hoop

Rhinderson
colter - Bob Known
Nationally
Caller front
Owensboro

_tricycle
_Skateboard

,ible For Accidents—Not Respon.,
L.

4

2:00

Sponsored by
Ted
ColintY
ExtensionHoward, •
Agent
Old
raShion

Event entered

.
6*

Around Court

- Quilting

10 A.M. to Square
9P.M.

Skateboard
& Bicycle Races

The Best
(Pre forDancers)
Dressed

Senior Citizens

Hula Hoop
Tricycle Races

1:30 Friday & Saturday

7:30 te 8:30

Crafts - Crafts

For The Younger
Children
Sat. 10:30 a.m. til ?

Horseshoe
Pitching
Contest

Sat. Night
Square
Dancing

--Exhibits—

Bicycle
Sack Race
Hog Calling

IPPle

8aIce.
off
spoosor
e
sftvor

Pie -

Th°
(Starts
trid44ens
at

10:30)
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Slew Likely To Become
Triple Crown Winner

sports
Mi.irray Ledger & Times

Slew Liked By His Fans
While Bookies Hate Him

Dr. J. Goes Wild As
76ers Clip 'Blazers

By ALEX SACHARE
surprise, the one im- hardearned opening-game
after his ninth consecutive shake off Cormorant and
• AP Sports Writer
ponderable, which seemed to victory.
victory in the lit-mile finish PI lengths ahead of
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — tip the scales.
"I'm ecstatic right now,"
Belmont, the most grueling of Iron Constitution.,
Gene Shue had a grin on his
"I think they were really said Collins. "We won that
the Triple Crown series.
With jockey Jean Cruguet
face and a gleam in his eye, shocked when they saw C.J. first game! We still have to
"There's no question that going the whip only twice and By The Associated Press
like a kid who managed to bring the ball up," said win four, but we've taken that
advantage
Our
is that
Sanhedrin and Iron Con- using a hand ride over the
NEW YORK 1AP) —Seattle people pick losers a lot more empty the cookie jar and Collins. "He's the tallest first step. I feel I played the
stitution will run in the final sixteenth, Seattle Slew Slew, the favorite of horse
escape undetected.
playmaker in history rigli hardest of my life today. It
Belmont," Turner said,"and I was clocked in 1:54 2-5, just racing fans around the than winners."
All year long he's heard the now.,,
was tooth-and-nail for 48
The Preakness, however, sniping
wouldn't be surprised if Run two-fifths of a second off the country, is not as well liked by
remarks — Shue can't
"It was a good tactic," minutes."
keep
Simon's
didn't
phone coach, his team is just a bunch conceded Portland Coach
stakes and track record set by the nation's gambling gourDusty Run was there."
Sanhedrin finished third in Canonero AI in the 1971 mets — the bookmakers. ' very busy. "Except for the of individuals, if Philadelphia Jack Ramsay. "It worked
race being on .television, the wins, it is despite
Breaks Record
the Kentucky Derby but • Preakness.
Shue rather very effectivaly. We tried
lo fact, while the railbirds in
skipped the 13-16 mile
Cormorant faded to fourth Pimlico were cheering Slew Preakness is just like the than because of him.
several things against it, but
Preakness. Iron Constitution, ahead of J.O. Tobin, with Sir on to victory in the Preakness seventh at Hialeah to me,"
On Sunday, Shue sat behind none worked very well."
- = BRANDYWINE, Del. (AP)
from
said
Simon
his
office, a battery of microphones
a 30-1 shot, finished second in Sir, Hey Hey J.P., Counter Saturday, one New York
Walton, who led the Blazers — Town Drunk broke the
and
the Preakness, while Run Punch and Regal Sir trailing bookie was hoping the odds-on cluttered only by. a desk, a tried not to exhibit too much with 28 points and 20 rebounds; world record for a 4-year-old
chair and a bank of phones. elation, but
Dusty Run was second in the far behind.
inside he had to be parried questions about the gelded pacer on a five-eighths
favorite would be turned into
Television is the only thing beaming.
Derby and third in the
Seattle Slew, which cost horsemeat.
For it was a game in general and Jones' mile track in winning the
820,000
Steady
Preakness.
$17,500 as a yearling, earned "I was hoping to see Seattle that brings in some money on strategic wrinkle put in by play in particular.
Star
Invitational Pace at BranJ.0. Tobin,a Maryland-bred $138,600 in the Preakness to Slew lose," said Simon, who racing.
Shue during closed practice
-The knowledgeable guy, sessions last week
"They played better than dywine Raceway Sunday.
which was the 2-year-old push his career total to runs a profitable bookmaking
that
The odds-on favorite was
champion of England last $802,640 after just eight starts. operation here. "Nothing the wise guy, is discouraged provided the impetus for the us, so they won," he said.
from betting on the horses
"That's all I have to say."
timed in 1:56 1-5, breaking the
year, remains a Belmont Should he win the Belmont, personal,
he's a great horse. with a bookie. We don't pay Philadelphia 76ers' 107-101
But Portland guard Henn mark of 1:57 2-5 set by
possibility after finishing fifth Mrs. Taylor could expect But he
victory over the Portland
if wins, I lose."
track odds on the long-priced Trail Blazers
Gilliam
observed, "We've got Nickawampus Leroy in 1975.
on Saturday.
syndication offers of $10 Simon (not
in Sunday's first
his real name)is horses. The maximum we'll
some things to talk about,lots
Town Drunk, driven by
Cormorant, which missed ,jnillion or more.
game
of
the
best-of-seven
a family man. He says his .pay is 20-1 to win." \
of
things."
And
Vernon
Crank, gained the lead
Blazers
the Derby because of a fever,
National
Basketball
bookmaking operation, which
Although he doesn't conassistant
coach
Wins Race
Jack shortly after passing the first
challenged Seattle Slew as
made him about $25,000 last sider New York's off-track Association championship
McKinney said, "We didn't quarter and was in front the
expected in the early stages of
COMMERCE, Ga. (API — year, is typical
of the hun- bettmg a threat — "We give series.
handle
Jones' bringing the rest of the way, holding off
the Preakness, which was Don Garlits captured the pro dreds of
gambling outlets in credd and we're only a phone "We took away their
ball up very well. You can fast-closing Meadow Blue
witnessed by a record Pimlico dragster event Sunday in the the
pressure
defense
by
having
city.
call away" — Simon doesn't our centers
Chip by a half-length.
crowd of 77,346.
International
Hot
Rod
take the ball up expect some adjustments."
Simon said he took in about expect to become
Whether those adjustments
more the court," Shue said.
The victory lifted Town
But after a sizzling opening Association Dixie Nationals at $1,000 worth
"The
of Preakness popular when Seattle Slew
Drunk over 1188,000 earnings
will
work
won't
known
be
mile of 1:344-5, the fastest in the Atlanta Dragway with a
until
strength
of
the
Portland
team
action — all on Seattle Slew. goes for three of a kind in
the is in the pressure their
the series resumes here for the year. It was hisseventh
Preakness history, Seattle speed of 247.25 miles per hour
guards
He kept that money, rather Belmont here on June 11.
Thursday night. Until then, triumph in Iliotarts in 1877 and
Slew had'more than enough to for the quarter-mile strip.
apply,
so
we
attacked
them
at
than use it to cover himself by
It didn't make much dif- their weakest
Sixers can savor their fourth in hislotfive outings.
the
Lee Weller was clocked at betting on Slew
link."
with other ference when Secretariat went
223.88 m.p.h. in the two-car bookies.
While
that
weakest
link,
Gets To First Base
for the Triple Crown in 1973, it
final.
"I held on to it and rooted won't make any difference center Bill Walton, laid back
FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.
Dale Pulde won the funny like hell against
NEED A RIDE
him," he said. now,". he said. "Horse racing at the other end of the court,
(AP) — Johnny Crawford car division, beating Tom
the Sixers'6-foot-11 pivotznan,
"It was a reasonable gamble is just a small volume
TO
THE POLLS?
of my Caldwell Jones, took over the
went 0-4 rfor the Fort McEwen in the final with a
on my part. He paid $2.80 on a operation."
Lauderdale Yankees of the clacking of 225.56.
ballhandling chores with ease.
$2 bet so I had to pay out $400.
CALL
Pete Ftozelle, commissioner To be
Class A Florida State League,
Roy Hill, in a Plymouth, That's
sure, there were other
a good gamble when of the National
Football factors contributing to the
but he still managed to get to .won the pro stock division,
you consider I could have League, will not be
happy to victory. Julius Erving scored
first base — with his bride.
beating Lee Edwards in the
cleared $1,000."
hear that Simon's biggest 33 points and
He and his high school final in 163.33 m.p.h. Dale
seemed to
Simon said he would love to volume comes
from gambling ,dominate the game during
sweetheart, Wanda Franklin, Armstrong took the pro comp
get more action on the Triple on pro football.
exchanged wedding vows event over Bill Williams with
parts of the second half, and
Crown_races.
---'4-d4inore minPss in the 14
Sunday before a game against a 202.7 clocking.
•
-backcourtman _Doug Collins
"The horses are our most weeks of the
pro football added 30 points. The Blazers
the Miami Orioles. The
GENERAL
• lucrative kind of betting," he season than the rest of the
Yankees lost 6-1.
never really got their potent
said.
"Races
like the year combined," he
LIBERTY,Texas — A speed
'Crawford, a 19-year-old
said. running game going, and
Preakness on television bring -Pro
boat
driven
by
Houston
Oilers
from Los Angeles, has been
football customers keep Philadelphia hit its first 23
out the less sophisticated
coming out of the woodwork. free throws and finished 27hitting at a team-leading .367 quarterback Dan Pastorini
lost its engine power, went out gamblers, not the wise guys. I
-It's probably because the for-32, while three Portland
clip.
of control and plowed through love that. They're just betting sport is very exciting
and the starters fouled out.
for
the
enjoyment, for the odds are
a crowd on shore, killing a
in
the
paper
early
in But
Pod ,of by DoAold A Jone,
the
playmaking
DOTRIBUTORSNIP
young girl and injuring seven action. People like that love to the week."
presence of Jones was the one
YOU NOT INTERfUll yam PRESENT EMPLOYMENT
other persons.
watch their money go-away.

By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) —
Seattle Slew will never lack
for opposition, but the unbeaten colt is running out of
competition.
After demolishing eight
rivals with a near record
clocking in the Preakness
Stakes on Saturday, Karen
Taylor's 3-year-old colt needs
only to win the Belmont Stakes
on June 11 to become the 10th
Triple Crown champion in
..racing history.
With a stranglehold on the 3year-old division, Seattle Slew
may not be severely tested
until he hooks up with older
horses in handicap races.
Trainer Billy Turner raised
the possibility of advancing
that timetable while chatting
with newsmen Sunday just
after Seattle Slew had left
Pimlico Race Course by van
for his home stable in New
York.
Seattle Slew is nominated
for the one-mile Metropolitan
Handicap on May 30, where
the colt might get a 14-pound
advantage in a battle with
Forego, three-time Horse of
the Year.
Turner said it would
probably be better to
challenge Forego early in the
' year when the weight scale is
more advantageous, and also
noted that, Sword Dancer,
Quadrangle, and Arts and
Letters had won the Belmont
after competing in the
Metropolitan.
But he also indicated the
Metropolitan nomination was
merely an alternative route,
in the event the running of the
Belmont is affected by a strike
which has, shut down New
York tracks.
Most observers feel Turner
will delay a meeting with
Forego and send Seattle Slew

753-3855

Eled

DONALD A.

JONE
S
COUNTY

ATTORNEY

NO SUING REQUII/10
We are selecting distributors for fast moving products in Murray
and surrounding comities. These products publicized in
newspapers, 7V,magazines.etc.

Twenty year old crnpany will place products in grocery, department, drug stores, super markets, gift shops,etc. Distributor will
service these retail outlets monthly, requiring approzimately 20
hoirs spare time per month.
CPA reports $99.00 and up possible profit per day. Figure the
income you desire per month. Each location requires 8187.00 investment. You may have 24, M or 48 locations. Company secures
locations and installs products for you.
This is a bondid offer and if you are not sincere about owning
your own business, or do not meet the above financial
requirements,let's not waste each other's time.
FOR PINSONAL CONROINTIAL INTERVIEW, CALL
Mr. George Perry,Poems,502-443-7521 Today /Aro Teosday•cm.to 8p..

Captain D's,

Felicia Pinner Earns
Pair Of Second Places
The Calloway County girls' track team finished in a tie for
eighth place with Lexington Henry Clay Saturday at the 2-A
Girls'State Track Meet in Lexington.
The Laker girls had a total of eight points, all scored by
junior sprinter Felicia Pinner.
Pinner had qualified in four events, the 100, the 220 and the
440-yard dashes in addition to a leg on the mile-relay team.
In the 100-yard dash, which is the weakest of Pinner's events, she finished out of the money as she did not make the top
five.
Also, the Lakers'failed to place in the mile-relay.
Pinner, who had won the 440-yard dash in the state meet
last year,failed to repeat.
She was clocked in 590 and finished .3 second behind Julie
Pendygraft of Tren County.
In the 220-yar dash;-,Pinner lost to her old nemesis, Lynn
Maxwell of Pad CA Tilghman.
Maxwell win in 25.0 while Pinner took second in 25.6.
Lexington pryan Station won the team title with 44 points
while Tilghman was second with 36. There were a total of 30
teams that scored in the meet.

Wally Young Medal Play
Winner In Oaks Tourney

'UM get2piecesof
deliciousfish filet,
plentyofcrispfrench fries,
freshcreamycoleslaw,
and 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.
only

$144

Wally Young, a former
member of the Murray State
golf team and a groom-to-be
this week, won the championship flight of the Oak's
Men's Spring Medal Play
Tournament this weekend.
A total of 39 golfers participated in the tourney and
course superintendent. Mitchell Story had the greens,
which are among the finest in
the area, in excellent shape.
The golfers in the four
flight( qualified for Sunday's
play with 18 holes Saturday.
Saturday's scores were not
counted in the actual results.
Young, who had qualified
for the championship flight
Saturday with a 69, come back
Sunday to fire a two-under par
70 and claim the honors in the
championship flight.
Jerry Caldwell was three
strokes back at 73 while
Mickey Boggess had a 77 for

third place. Jimmy Lamb and
Kevin D'Angelo tied for fourth
place and Lamb won fourth on
a countback-on the scorecard
In the first flight. Alike
Morgan and Max Walker tied
for first while Bill Bogard took
third and Tom Matthias
fourth.
Clyde Roberts
on the
second flight with Dale Nance
taking
second;
Dave
Gallagher third . and Ted
Lawson fourth.
In the third flight, Don
Nelson took the honors while
David Ryan was second; Bill
Roberts third and Dan Edwards fourth.
The Belles and Beaux
Scramblette will be held this
weekend.
The next major event will be
the annual Oaks Invitational
Imeni which will be held June
18 and 19.

Elect

Gene Starks

Captain D's,

for

Sheciff
No.8 on the Ballot
Your Vote and InflU4`11,
aeipreciated
.Pol Ad paid for by the Candidate

;$

12TH AND OLIVE
.--'-irsiergeonz•wiestst,'

—War

753-9383
,

a,,

ONE
GOOD TERM
DESERVES
ANOTHER
Tomorrow (Tuesday) is the day in which you the voters of Murray make a
decision as to who you want to occupy your city's highest office, the Office of
Mayor.
During the last feW' days I have presented to you important facts as to what I
have done in the past, what I am presently doing and what I hope to do in the
future as your mayor.
However, my opponent has only been talking about one issue — "fiscal
responsibility." With all this talk he has left out two important facts — I, as
mayor, can not spend your tax money unless it first goes to the budget committeee (in which I appointed my opponent as chairman) and then to the city
council as a whole. Also, the mayor only votes in case of a tie, if he is so concerned about fiscal responsibility, or the lack of it, then perhaps it is he who
isn't doing his job.
I know Murray has made progress in the last 36 years - this any city must do if
it is to survive. I shall strive to make Murray grow in a orderly, healthy fashion
and to provide services, ideas, and projects that will insure our continued
progress.
In conclusion, it is my hope that you will elect a man who has proven his
dedication to the city and will work full time to help solve the problems that
now exist.

RE-ELECT

MAYOR
JOHN ED SCOTT
Pol. Ad Paid for tqf John Ed Scott, P.O.

Box 390

1
1
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Guthrie Qualifies For
Spot In Indy 500 Race
By JERRY GARRETf
AP Motorsports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) "From about the second lap, I
thought it was going to blow,"
Janet Guthrie said. "The
engine was making those kind
of noises it has in the past just
before it's going to let go.
"The oil pressure gauge was
going crazy, back and forth all
the way down to zero, and
there was this terrific rattling
noise behind my head. I was
just waiting. I never thought it
would make it.
But Miss Guthrie, .the 39year-old former astronaut
candidate who jumped from
little league sports car racing
to big time speedway driving
last year, kept her green and
white
Lightning
racer
together for a sizzling 188.403
miles per hour 10-mile
qualifying average Sunday
that made her the first woman
ever in the field for the
Indianapolis 500.

Miss Guthrie's best lap of
188.957 is a women's closed
course speed record, but she
chafes at the mention of
anything but "ultimate"
records. "My folks brought
me up not to think women
can't do things because they
are women," she said.
Her average speed was the
fastest for any qualification
run made the final weekend of
time trials for the May 29
speed classic, even though it
earned her only 26th starting
position.
A few Minutei later her joy
was tempered with the news
that her teammate, "Dick
Simon, who she credits with
making the chassis adjustments OW allowed her to
"stand on it," had been
scalded while shakizig down a
backup car.
Simon, who qualified one of
three Vollstedt team entries at
185.615, suffered second and
possibly third degree burns on
the rump after a water hose
let go inside the cockpit. He
was getting the car ready for a
qualification attempt by Jerry
Karl.
Simon said he expects to be
The Oaks Country Club,held ready to race next Sunday.
its annual Women's Spring "I've got a pretty tough hide,"
Club Tournament Saturday. he said.
Carolyn Caldwell won the
Miss Guthrie's speedy run,
championship flight with which differed from every
Sandra Edwards second, other driver's attempt in that
Murelle Walker third and in she got faster with each of the
fourth, Mary Bogard and four laps, was the highlightBetty Shepard tied. Bogard but not by a landslide-of the
won a countback on the final days of trials.
scorecard.
Seventy-seven attempts
Laura Parker took honors in were made, one short of the
the first flight with Patsy Neal - all-time record. Bumped from
second, Mary Alice Smith the field as too slow were
third and Essie Caldwell rookie Joe Saldana, Salt
fourth.
Walther and last year's top
In the second flight, Mabel rookie here, Vern Schuppan.
Rogers was first with Virginia James McElreath, whose
Jones second, Jeanie Morgan father Jim earned a starting
third and Sue Wells fourth.
berth, was too slow. Jerry
Burlene Brewer won the Grant and Spike Gehlhausen
third flight while Sharon Kelso crashed, during their atwas second, Karen Hargrove tempts.
The slowest man in the 33third and Pat Winchester
car lineup is Steve Krisiloff at
fourth.
The award for low putts 184.691. Tom Sneva won the
pole position with a qualifying
went to Murelle Walker.
record of 198.884.
The track is now closed for
- practice, except for carburetion runs Thursday, until
race.

Carolyn Caldwell
Wins Oaks Tourney

' Elect

sports
the

Murray Ledger & Times

High-Priced Hurlers
Favorite Of Mariners

BUEL STALLS JR.

Common Council

SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!

Single Pass - $2000
May Bs Obtained At
Park Office10th & Payne St.

ELECT
DAVID
BALENTINE
SHERIFF
6

"THE MAN THAT KNOWS
YOUR PROBLEMS AND
WILL DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THEM"
Paid for by David Balerriine

owis

sir

sod

championship

Major League
Standings

Expos Finally Manage
To Snap 11-Game Skid
hander beat Los Angeles.
Loser John D'Acquisto
allowed four hits and all the
Expo runs in seven innings.
D'Acquisto struck out four,
issued five walks and threw
four wild pitches.
Pirates 11, Dodgers 4
Dave Parker drove in five
runs with two homers as
Pittsburgh defeated Los
Angeles and handed Dodger
ace Don Sutton his first loss of
the season after six victories.
Sutton yielded a three-run
homer to Omar Moreno in the
Pirates' four-run second inning and left the game after
Pirate pitcher John Cndelaria
singled home the first run in
Pittsburgh's five-run fourth
inning. Parker hit a grand
slam homer in the fourth and
belted a solo shot in the eighth

Giants 2, Cardinals 0
Jim Barr and Gary Lavelle

single in the eighth inning
while recording his fourth
save.
St. Louis right-hander Larry
Dierker walked Derrell
Thomas and Bill Madlock in
the first inning and Willie
McCovey delivered a two-out
single for a 1-0 San Francisco
lead.

Braves 5, Cubs 2
A two-run hornet, by Jeff
Burroughs. and a two-run
triple by Gary Matthews
backed Andy Messersmith's
return to the Atlanta lineup as
the Braves defeated Chicago.
Messersmith was in control
most of the six innings he
pitched in his first appearance
since suffering a recurrence of
a muscle pull on April 30.
Phillies 6, Astros 3
Larry Bowa drove in three
runs with a pair of doubles a.s
Philadelphia defeated
Houston. Winner Larry
Christenson scattered seven
hits before needing , ninth-

teamed for a seven-hitter..
pitching San Francisco over
St. Louis with the aid of Gary
Thomasson's solo home run inning relief help. Houston
Barr tamed the Cards on six starter Floyd Bannister
singles through seven innings surrendered all six Phillies'
Lavelle permitted' only a runs.

now prior to pool opening

Family Pass - $4500

status and wet grass behind the green,
designer of the storm-lashed bogeyed the next two holes
Muirfield Village Golf Club and finished with an 81 and a
course, tried to play down the tie for Ilth at 290.
anti-climax of a daylate finish
Masters champion Tom
by calling his 63rd career Watson was third with 71-285,
triumph "one of my most four back of the winning
important achievements in Nicklaus and not a factor in
golf."
the title chase Monday.
The Golden Bear parred the
Lou Graham was the only
three holes he had to play other player to break par for
Monday and finished 72 holes 72 holes over the 7,101 yards of
over
the
beautifully rolling, wooded hills Nicklaus
manicured
monster he turned into a course that drew
created from the woods and unabashed praise from the
fields he hunted as a boy with elite, invitational field as one
a total' of 281, two in front of of the world's finest. Graham
Hubert Green, the only man shot a closing 70 for 287. one
who had a chance to catch him under par.
over the final few holes that
Those matching par 288
were completed Monday were Fuzzy -Zoeller and Chi
By The Associated Press
morning.
Chi Rodriguez. Rodriguez
American League
Green finished with a round finished off a 69 and Zoeller an
East
of 69 and a 283 total.
erratic 71 before play was
W L Pct. GB
The day-late finish was postponed Sunday.
Bait
20 15 .571 made necessary when a third
Boston
20 16 .556
It was Nicklaus' third
ks
N York
21 17 .553
Line of violent spring storms victory of the season, a total
Milwkee
21 20 .512 2
swept through suburban that . is matched only .by
Detroit
17 20 .459 4
Toronto
17 23 .425 5", Columbus, Ohio in the Watson, and. the 63rd official
gathering gloom of early triumph of his unmatched
Cleve
14 21 .400 6
West
evening Sunday and, at 8 p.m., career, putting him alone in
Minn
25 14 .641 EDT, forced a postponement second on the all-time winning
Chicago
22 15 .595 2
until Monday of the com- list behind Sam Snead's 84.
Texas
19 16 .543 4
pletion of the round. Only 10 Nicklaus had been tied with
Calif
19 21 .475 6L-2
K. C.
18 20 .474 6,1 men were'stranded on the Ben Hogan for second.
Oakland
18 21 .462 7
course and had to return.
He collected $45,000 from
Seattle
16 28 .364 11'-2
Bobby
Wadkins,
the the purse of $225,000 and
Saturday's Results
_
Baltimore 4, New York 3, 12 longshot alternate who was became the first man to go
second, two strokes back of past $3 million in career
innings
Boston 10, Milwaukee 9
Nicklaus, when national earnings. He now has $202,041
Seattle 7, Oakland 6
television coverage ended for the year and $3,010,253 for
Detroit 3, Chicago 2
Cleveland 12, Kansas City 7, Sunday, collapsed completely his professional career that
when play resumed. He double started in 1962. Arnold Palmer
12 innings
Toronto 9, Texas 6
bogeyed the Ilth hole, taking is second on the career list
California 5, Minnesota 1
two strokes to get out of high, with $1,750,376.
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
DUBLIN, Ohio(AP)-Jack
Nicklaus finished off a round
of one-under-par 71 in the
Monday morning dew and,
some 21 hours after he'd
started the final 18 holes of
play, won his own, weatherplagued Memorial Golf
Tournament.
Nicklaus, prime mover
behind the tournament that
seems destined for major

By BOB GREENE
relief appearances this year comeback as Detroit blasted
AP Sports Writer
before stifliq the Boston bats Chicago. Wood was making'
his first start since May 9,
There's something about in the nightcap.
those high-priced pitchers that
The Brewers rapped 18 hits, 1976, when his left knee was
brings out the beast in the including homers by ken shattered by a line drive off
Seattle Mariners.
McMullen and Jim Wohlford. the bat of Detroit's Ron
"We knocked Jim Palmer
In the opener, the two teams LeFlore.
out of a game early. We beat smashed 11 home runs,tying a
Rookie Dave Rozema, 4-1,
Catfish Hunter and now major league record for a gave up home runs to Oscar
Vida," said Seattle's Dan nine-inning game set by the Gamble and Richie Zisk.
Meyer after the Mariners New York Yankees and
Indians 7, Royals 1
defeated Oakland's Vida Blue Detroit Tigers in 1950 and
Buddy Bell slammed four
6-2 Sunday.
matched by the Chicago Cubs hits', including a home run,
Meyer played the big role, and New York Mets in 1967. backing Jim
Bibby's seven-hit
driving in three runs as three George Scott's grand slam pitching as
Cleveland handed
Seattle pitchers combined to homer capped a seven-run the Royals their
fifth defeat in
hold the A's to just three hits.
eighth-inning for Boston.
six games.
"We seem to play pretty
Orioles 5-2, Yankees 14
Rick Manning also homered
good against the million-dollar
Rookie Eddie
Murray for the Indians, his third of the
pitchers," Meyer said.
delivered the winning hit for year, and Paul Dade knocked
And who's next?
the third consecutive game for in two runs with a bases"I can't wait for that the Orioles in the opener and
loaded single in the fifth.
game," said Meyer, referring Graig Nettles drove in three
Twins 8, Angels 5
to Friday night's contest runs with a homer and a
A three-run homer by pinchagainst the Detroit Tigers-a double in the nightcap.
hiVer
Craig
Kusick
game in which Mark Fidrych
Murray's two-run single off highlighted Minnesota's fiveis scheduled to make his first Catfish Hunter snapped a tie run
sixth inning as the Twins
start of the season.
and gave Rudy May, 5-4, his defeated California. The loss
Seattle starter Dick Pole fifth Straight victory over New snapped a four-game Angels
hurled the first five innings, York since the Yankees winning streak.
Sunday's Results
holding the A's to just one hit. traded him to Baltimore last
The Twins were trailing 4-3
Baltimore 5-2. New York 1-8
After Bill Laxton got one out, year.
Boston 14-0, Milwaukee 10-6
when Kuck homered on the
Detroit 14, Chicago 3
Enrique Romo went the final
Nettles followed Willie first pitch by reliever Don
Cleveland 7, Kansas City 1
32-3 innings, giving up the Randolph's triple with his Kirkwood.
Minnesota 8, California 5
final Oakland run in the eighth home run of the season
Rangers 7, Blue Jays 4
Seattle 6, Oakland 2
eighth.
in the third inning of the
Texas 7, Toronto 4
Juan Beniquez, hitting only
Monday's Games
second game. The Yankees. .231 going into the game,
Red Sox 14-0, Brewers 10-6
Oakland i Langford 3-2) at To
Eduardo Rodriguez fired a broke open the game in the knocked in two runs with a
ronto (Vuckovich 2-31, in>
two-hitter, giving Milwaukee sixth with three_ runs.
homer and a triple and rookie
Milwaukee Slaton 2-4) at
its second-game victory after - Tigers 14, White Soli 3
Lew Beasley' added three hits Baltimore (Flanagan 1-1). In)
Boston- dutslugged
the
Jason Thompson drove in as Texas topped Toronto.
Boston (Lee 1-0i at New York
Brewers in the opener of their five runs with a homer, a
.
Doyle Alexander,6-1, hurled (Figueroa 5-2),
Only games scheduled
twinbill. Rodriguez had pit- triple and a sacrifice fly, the first 5 1-3 innings in earTuesday's Games
ched just 18 2-3 innings in five spoiling Wilbur Wood's ning the victory.
Seattle at Cleveland, ini

TENNIS
ROME- Vitas Gerulaitis of
Howard Beach, N.Y. beat
Antonio Zugarelli of Italy 6-2,
7-6, 3-6, 7-6 and won the Italian
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Tennis Open. American Janet
AP Sports Writer
Newberry won the women's
The Montreal Expos had
title, defeating Renate
Tomanova of Czechoslovakia been doing things in a big way
City Council
in recent times - a monster
6-3,7-6.
Ward A
DUESSELDORF, West losing streak and a marathon
Germany - Wojtek Fibak of game.
What they needed Sunday
Poland defeated Ray Moore of
Political Ad
Paid For by
South Africa 6-1, 5-7,-6-2 and was a change of pace, and
The Candidate
won the Duesseldorf Grand they got that from Steve
Rogers.
Prix tennis tournament.
"He's the stopper on the
club," said Dick Williams.
1. for,ri To Thf V
Rogers lived up to his
reputation by stopping an 11VO1E
game spin and helping the
Expos defeat the San Diego
Padres 3-1.
"He had all his pitches
today and he won on good
May 24, 1977
stuff," said. Williams .after
Democratic Primal y
watching his top pitcher
handcuff the Padres on six hit
and 11 strikeouts.
Rogers' quick and efficient
work was done in 2 hours, 10
Murray Calloway Co. Pork
minutes, a far cry from
Saturday night's game, which
the Expos lost 11-8 in 21 innings.
Sunday's victory was the
first for Montreal and Rogers
Posses may be purchased
since May 10, when the right-

James
Rice

Nicklaus Tops Three Million
Dollar Mark, Wins Memorial

Murray High Boys Come
In Fifth At State Meet
Murray High finished in a four-way tie for fifth place Saturday at the Class A State Track Meet in Lexington.
The Nem finished with 16 points as did Russellville.
Jenkins and Webster County.
Bardstown scored 29 points to capture the team title while
Richmond Madison had 72, Harrodsburg 19 and Bellevue 18.
A total of 36 teams Scored points in the meet. Scoring was
on a 6-4-3-2-1 basis with six points being given for first, four
for second and on down to one point for.fifth.
Richie Richardson and ilm Lane had the best performances for Murray.
Richardson had won the title in the high jump last year but
had to settle for second as he cleared 6-2 and lost by an inch
to Dennis May of Harrodsburg.
Lane reached a season personal best with a 47-0 in the shot
put and finished second to Homer Chinn of Williamsburg
Chinn won with a throw of 48-6.
Also in the field events, Bill McHugh took third in the pole
vault with a clearance of 11-6, matching his personal best. In
the long jump, Michael Skinner was fourth with a leap of 206vs.
The other place in the meet for the Tigers was a third
the 880-yard relay team. They finished in 1:
•
Running the legs were Brett Harcourt, Kerry Thompson.
Randy Orr and Henry Greer.
t z,t,

(led
DONALD A.
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.
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Milwaukee at Baltimore, in
Boston at New York, (n1
California at Detroit, in1
Only games scheduled
National League
East
•
W L Pet. GB
25 12 .676 Pitts
Chicago
23 13 .639 Px
S Louis
22 15 .595 3
Phila
19 17 .528 5k1
Montreal
14 21 .400 10
N York
15 23 .395 10,1
West
Los Ang
30 10 .750
Cowl
18 20 .474 11
Houston
16 23 .410 13'-2
17 25 .405 14
S Diego
15 23 .395 14
S Fran
Atlanta
14 26 .3.50 16
Saturday's Results
St. Louis 8, San Francisco 5
Cincinnati 8, New York 7
Los Angeles 4, Pittsburgh 3
San Diego II, Montreal 8, 21
innings
Chicago 9, Atlanta 3
Philadelphia 7, Houston 4
Sunday's Results
Cincinnati 8-3, New York 1-4,
second game, 11 innings
Pittsburgh-11. Los Angeles 4
San Francisco 2, St. Louis 0
Atlanta 5, Chicago 2
Montreal 3. San Diego 1
Philadelphia 6, Houston 3
Monday's Games
New York i Matlack 3-3) at
Pittsburgh iKison 3-21,
San Francisco (Halicki 2-3>
at St Louis Rasmussen 2-5i,
in
Atlanta Niekro 2-71 at San
Diego 'Sawyer 2-31, n
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Montreal at Chicago
New York at Pittsburgh, in,
Philadelphia at St. Louis, in,
Atlanta at San Diego, ino
Houston at Los Angeles, ni
Cincinnati at San Francisco,
in
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MEN'S & LADIES

r 24 15 26

JUMP SUITS 1
2 PIECE 2/27g
SUITS
MEN'S & LADIES

NO LIMIT

EXPERTLY DRY CLEANED

LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
GOOD ALL WEEK
FREE SUMMER STORAGE! YOU

Reds 8-3, Mets 1-4
Johnny Bench hit his fourth
home run in 10 games and
drove in four runs to power
Cincinnati's first-game victory over New York. The Mets
won the nightcap as Mike
Phillips singled home the
tiebreaking run in the 11th

=2",g `A'IRCE.

Vote For

(
14

BILLY M.
"ERWIN

innm.

Despite the second-game
victdry that broke a threegame losing streak for New
York, the Mets continued to be
a team of discord and
Catcher
disenchantment.
John Stearns was the latest to
show his displeasure with the
Mets' performance thus far
this season, having a noisy
confrontation with New York
Manager Joe Frazier.
The catcher stormed into
the manager's office after the
game and demanded that he
crack down on the club's
general attitude problems.
"I'm fed up," Stearns said
:n an emotional voice to
Frazier. "There are too many
guys who don't give a damn.
Ask the front office for help.
This stuff can't go on."

•
-

NEED A RIDE
TO TNE POLLS?
CALL 753-3855

_-•

For Magistrate In
District 3

Political ad paid for by Janice Nix.1516Canterbury Marra,
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State Briefs

the prejudice reflected by
FRANKFORT, Ky.(Mei — Prichard's
remark has
William P. Curtin Sr., former prevented
the full developstate highway commissioner, ment
of Kentucky's livestock
has died at the age of 70.
industry and "the attainment
Curlin, who died Sunday,
of those things needed and
had been an engineer and good for West Kentuck
y."
general manager of the
West Kentuckians have "a
Kentucky Concrete Pipe Co.
fierce pride and an undaunted
since 1954.
spirit," he went on, and exA native of Hickman, Curlin pressed the belief
that "our
joined the state Highway Frankfo
rt friends have unDepartment in 1925 and deresti
mated the deterbecame assistant first district minatio
n and tenacity of West
enginiir in 1936. He resigned Kentuck
ians."
in 194rto join the Army Corps
-We will not be ridiculed
Enginee
of
rs but rejoined the We will
not be harassed. Nor
Highway Department in 1947.
will we beg at the table for
Curlin was named deputy
crumbs from the dinner
commissioner of highways in
platter," he said. "To expect
1948 and became comus to pay our taxes and
missioner in 1951.
produce
election
day
Survivors include his wife,
majorities, and then to think
Margaret; a son, former U.S.
we expect nothing in return,is
Congressman William P.
a false assumption. The day of
Curtin Jr., and a daughter,
taking West Kentucky for
Mrs. Ben G. Moore.
granted is over. Our fierce
Funeral services are
pride and undauntless spirit
scheduled here Tuesday.
will not permit that."
Curris dedicated the Center
GREENVILLE,Ky.T AP)
by calling it "a symbol to this
Lois Ray Duvall, 40, Greenpride and determination."
ville, died of smoke inhalation
"At the same time," he went
Sunday when fire destroyed
on, "we are serving notice
his mobile home, Muhlenberg
County Coroner Charles that we are a first class people
who expect first class
Nelson said.
citizenship in the ComCause of the fire is under
monwealth."
investigation by state police.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. president emeritus of the
university,
also , noted
AP) — A 4-year-old Bowling
Green youth was killed in a Prichard's remark while
farm accident Saturday, serving as master of
ceremonies for the dedicatory
authorities said.
Warren County Coroner J.C. activities.
"I felt a tinge of sympathy
Kirby said Troy Joe Dethridge
was killed when he fell off the for the portly Prichard and his
end of a backhoe while riding porky reference to this
on a farm off Threlkel Ferry splendid edifice as a 'pig
parlor.' It is regrettable that
Road.
one who has had such a
splendid opportunity for
learning and service should
resort to demogoguery th
injure a project which he did
not, nor should not, have the
power to approve or disapprove."
It was during'Sparks' administration as Murray's fifth
president- that the 2,700-seat
facility was proposed and
funded.
U. S. Senator Wendell H.
Ford (D., Ky.) was one of four
persons honored during the
dedication for their roles in
the Center's construction.
While the state's 491h
governor, Ford funded the
facility, which contains the
only indoor horse show ring
west of Louisville, from his
capital-construction con-

(Manager Starks Hardware)

For
Murray City
Council
(Ward B)
Political
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Expo Center. .

Continued From Page 1)
tuiguency fund.
worked together to help
Under construction for 19 yourselves," he
said. •
months, it was first used in
Also honored were State
April, 1978. Since then, more Senator Pat
Mcfluiston,
than 50,000 people have at- Pembroke; Charles Pryor,
tended the 25 major events Jr., Sturgis banker
and forheld in it.
mer chief administrative
In dedicating the Center assistant to Ford during
his
along with the Murray tenure as governor;
and Mrs.
president, Ford said the John R.(Jack) Vinson,
Caclix,
facility became a reality whose late husband
was an
because "some
people enthusiastic supporter of the
wouldn't give up." "This project. He died in
1975..
magnificent building would
More than 100 invited guests
not be here had you not attended a dinner in the
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40 CH. CB SALE!
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Candidate For Mayor
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1. Will I be free to give city business priority overUni

CAR RADIO CB CONVERTER
Hear 46 ch. of CB
thru your car AM
radio and save! No
crystals to buy

Reg. 2495

1995

21-500

versity business.

1. The first question Is certainly legitimate - but
it would have been
more acceptable had it been asked as an honest questio
n at the beginning of the campaign, rather than being thrown out
at the last possible
minute in an attempt to distort your opinion just
prior to ballot time
(Think about it, but don't think too lone).
However, let us honestly answer the question. I am
not attached to
the administrative staff at Murray State, nor do I have
any intentions of
becoming so attached. The only "business" I have at
the University is to
teach both undergraduate and graduate courses in
Chemistry. It is difficult for me to see any conflict between a Chemist
ry course and city
business. As far as situations which might arise
concerning the University administration and the city - I have tenure
and I am certainly not
amenable to pressure from above. I was directly
responsible for the
Sanitation landfill charge to Murray State being
increased by 800 per
cent, and I accepted both the blame and the credit
for this action. The
new rate still stands.
2. Murray has never had a full-time Mayor, and probabl
y never will so
long as the compensation remains at $5,000 per
year(the statutory limit
is $7,200). The only alternative for third-class cities
which feel they need
full-time management is to bring the city under the
commission-city
manager form of government. If the taxpayers of Murray
feel that A fulltime Mayor is needed,this will have to be the answer.

FT. BLISS, Tex. — Army
Staff Sergeant Gary D. (rutchfield, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert D. Crutchfield of
Hazel, recently completed_
with honors the nuclear,
biological and chemical
NBC)course at Ft. Bliss, Tex.
He was trained in NBC
defensive measures and
techniques. Upon completion of the course, he
returned of his home unit at
Ft. Bliss. Sgt. Crutchfield entered the Army in July 1971.
He attended the University
of Tennessee, Martin. His
wife, Margrit, is with him at
the fort
•
Margaret Higgins Sanger,
American pioneer in birth o,ntrot, was born in Corning. N v.,
one of 11 children.

Was Holmes Ellis free to give city business priority over
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association
business? That's a good point!
Was George Hart free to give city business priority
over
Bank of Murray Business? That's another good
point.

1
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Realistic STA-64 AM-FM stereo
_receiver at a 37% discount' Tape
monitor, loudness control, mag phono
input, custom walnut veneer!
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SAVE EVEN MORE!SAVE$12080
BUY THE COMPLETE SYSTEM
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•

Realistic STA-64 AM-FM Stereo Receiver
-1•Two MC-1000 Walnut Veneer Speaker
Systems
• Lab-14 3-Speed Record Changer With
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How about drug store and Christmas tree farm
business? Now that's a real good point.

Proper arrangement of priorities is just good business
management. I stand on my record as manager of the
finance budget for the City of Murray. Your tote and influence will be appreciated on Election Day tomorrow!

COMPANION RADIO SNACK III-FI BLOCKBUSTER!

ATTENTION COLLEGE GRADUATES AND COLLEGE
STUDENTS!
CONSIDER A CAREER IN RETAIL MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE FULL TIME OR PART TIME

•
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2. Does Murray need a full-time Mayor(Does Murray
have a full-time
Mayor?).
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For Responsible Government
Your Vote and Influence Appreciated.

State, related the eventt
leading to the completion of
the Center,hailed as one of Int.::
finest facilities of its type in
the country.

NEED A RIDE
TO THE POLLS?
CALL 753-3855

•

•

Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated
Political Advertisement Paid for by Candidate

Center just prior to the
dedication and during which
E. B. Howton, retired
chairman of the Department
of Agriculture at Murray

Gladuating from col'lege Begin your ca
reer now in learning
how to manage a
Radio. Shack store.
Still in college' Start
your training on a part
time bass.

Store Managers who completed our training
program in 1974. averaged S11.215 total earnings
for
their first year, 518.533 in the second year.
and
522,605 their third year rhose Managers from
our
/975 program averaged $10245 first year
and
518,533 in the second year Our 1976
program
Managers averaged S14 273. first year.

Contact me for further
information:
PRICFS MA`f VARY AT larp,v ,nkiAl

Pau
l Pullen
9531
Taylorsville,
Jefferson, Kentucky
502-287-8211

We will guarantee those
qualified people, who
stay in the progracM
S10.000 minimum total
earnings for the first full
year as manager and
514 000 the second.
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Services
Held At Chapel
For Mrs. Davis

Rites Held Sunday

Final Rites Today
At Local Chapel

At Local Chapel

For Mr. Fennell

For Mrs. Burkeen

Fuseral services for Mrs.
Richard (Marion) Davis of
Funeral services for
Hamlin were held Sunday at
one p. m. at the chapel of the Lawson Fennell are being held
Blalock-Coleman Funeral today at two p. m. at the
Home with the Rev. Martin chapel of the Max Churchill
Mat .ngly officiating and Mrs. Funeral Home with the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating and
Erwin as organist.
Ilbearers were Homer the choir of the Independence
K rk, Allen
Cameron, United Methodist Church,
Thomas and Bill Farrar, and where he was a member, with
Jim and Danny McCann. Leland Peeler as leader
Burial was in the Murray City providing the music.
Cemetery
Grandsons served
as
Mrs. Davis, age 35, died of
pallbearers
and burial was in
injurieS sustained in a carthe Palestine Cemetery.
tru:k collision on U. S. HighMr. Fennell, age 85, died
way 68, two miles east of
Friday
at 6:30 p. m. at the
Fairdealing in Marshall
Couity on Friday at 3:35 a. m. Murray-Calloway County
She was a member of the Hospital. Born October 4, 1891,
Catholic Church at Waukegan, in Calloway County, he was
III, and was an employee of the son of the late Mr. and
de Holiday Restaurant at Mrs. Andrew Fennell. He and
Airora.
his wife, Mrs. Lucy Holt
The Calloway woman was Fennell, who survives, were
parried November 22, 1961, to married in December 1912.
kichard Davis, who survives,
ilong with one daughter,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Tammy Lynn Davis, and one Lucy Holt Fennell, Dexter
an, Richard Davis, Hamlin; Route One; five daughters,
other, Mrs. Anne McCann, Mrs. Maylon (Carlean)
urray; six sisters, Mrs. Williams, Murray, Mrs. Alvie
jawrence Farrar, Murray (Lorene) Lovett, Taylor,
lioute Three, Mrs. Halton Mich., Mrs. Gladys Cox,
ratling, Murray, Mrs. Paris, Tn., Mrs. Bill (Louise)
mer Kyrk, Zion, Ill., Mrs.
Carr, Cadiz, and Mrs. Cliff
hn McAdams, Wadsworth,
_ (Betty) Goad, Detroit, Mich;
11., Mrs. Patsy Shonfelt,
two sons, Homer, Murray,and
aukegan,Ill., and Mrs. Allen
Paul, Dexter; one sister, Mrs.
Climeron, West Columbia, S.
Liddie Hopkins, Paducah;
4.; two brothers, James
twenty-three grandchildren;
t
n,
Cann, Libertyville, Ill., and
twenty-three great grandiel McCann, Waukegan,
children.

;

t

As Meinorial Day approaches, the words of William
E. Gladstone come to mind. He was the brilliant
British political figure, 4 times Prime Minister who
died in 1890. ."Show me the manner in which a nation
cares for its dead, and I will measure with
mathematical exactness the tender mercies of its
people, their respect for the laws of the land and their
loyalty to high ideals."
His words have special significance on our American
scene. While Memorial Day is observed and all our
dead are honored in every town and village, special attention is always centered on Arlington National
Cemetery, our nation's Memorial shrine. Arlington
National Cemetery occupies what was once the family
estate of Mrs. Robert E. Lae. .. Robert E. Lee, as you
know, was the Commanding General of the CONFEDERATE armies. This chosen location is proof
positive of American tender mercies with loyalty to
high ideals.
In next week's thought you will read about the tomb
of America's Unknown Soldier. It will be interesting
Don't miss it...

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411

The funeral services for
Mrs. Nellie Burkeen were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Coy Garrett and the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating.
Music was by the choir from
the Indenepence Unkted
Methodist Church where she
was a member with Leland
Peeler as leader and Bobbie
Burkeen as pianist.
Pallbearers were Frank,
Kenneth,and Charles Fennell,
and Mike, Stevie, and Wayne
Burkeen. Burial was in the
Jeffrey Cemetery.
Mrs. Burkeen, age 80, died
Friday at 7:15 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was preceded in
death by her husband, Willie
Burkeen,on December 7, 1959,
and by one sister, Mrs. Bertha
Lewis, on May 10, 1977. Born
January 1, 1897, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Wilson and Monicii
Whitlock Childress.
The Calloway woman is
survived by six daughters,
Mts. Al (Ovena) Eugley,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. I. D.
(Geneva) Wright, Fulton,
Mrs. Homer (Livie) Fennell,
Murray, Mrs. Paul (Treva )
Burkeen, Mrs. John (Virginia
Nell) Coleman, and Mrs.
James ( Mary)•Phillips, all of
Dexter Route One; three
sisters, Mrs. Belle Hopkins,
Mrs. Lovena Schroader, and
Mrs. Nancy Burkeen, all of
Murray; twenty-two grandchildren; seventeen great
grandchildren.

Mrs. Delcie Lyles of Hardin
died Friday at 12:30 a. m. at
the
Benton - Municipal
Hospital. She was 80 years of
age and a member of the
Hardin Baptist Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Rollie Lyles; two daughters,
Mrs. Willie Mae Dunigan,
Benton Route One, and Mrs.
Verlene Thweatt, Benton
Route Three; four sisters,
Mrs. Headley Swift, Benton
.Route Three, Mrs. Raymond
Houser, Hardin, Mrs. Robert
Copeland and Mrs. Joe Carper, Benton Route Two; seven
grandchildren; fifteen great
grandchildren; two great
great grandchildren.
The funeral was. held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
James R. Hale officiating.
Burial was in the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery in Calloway County.

JIMMY
Federal Stme Market!
N ws Service Ma,

Father Of Murray
Clyde Stubblefield, father of
Mrs. Madge Coker of Murray,
died Friday at 4:30 p. m at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 74 years of
age and a resident of Salem.
The deceased is survived by
his daughter, Mrs. Coker; one
son, Bobby Stubblefield,
'Demotte, Ind.; three sisters,
Mrs. Mary Pace, Mrs. Adge
Kirk, and Mrs. Ina Polk, all of
Marion Route Nine; two
brothers, Homer, of Marion
and Vernon of Midway; six
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
Emmaus Baptist Church,
Salem, with the Rev. J. W.
Hansen officiating. Burial was
in the Mapleview Cemetery at
Marion.

B. M. Coleman, .$,r.
Dies At Hospital
In Corinth, Miss.
Bert McKinney Coleman,
Sr., father of Bert .Coleman,
Jr., of Murray, died Wednesday, May 18, at the
Magonlia Hospital, Corinth,
Miss. He was a resident of 2716
Brentwood, Corinth.
Mr. Coleman. a retired
Reynolds Metals employee,
was a member of The Christ
United Methodist Church of
Corinth, where funeral services were held Thursday,
May 19. Burial was in the
Henry Cemetery there.
Survivors include his wife,
Brewster
Mrs. Maxine
Coleman, Corinth, Miss.; two
sons, Bert, Jr., of Murray and
Edwin of Corinth, Mich.; one
Kenny
daughter,
Mrs.
McKinney, Stevenson, Ala.;
two sisters, Mrs. Clyde Meeks,
Corinth, Miss., and Mrs.
Lillian Braddock, Meridian,
Miss.; ten grandchildren.

CHERRY

23,1077

Av..

Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes II Buying Stations
Recimpla: Act. 744 Fes am Barrows &
Gilts .13,50 lower Sows steady

Am.
Addend Oil
A. T.& T.
Ford Motor Co
Geo.=lc,
Gm.
Gen. Tire
Goodric-h.
Gull Oil • •
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Ftepublic Steel
sinter Ms.
TaPPlo • • •
Mestere Union

US1-2300-230 lbs.$43.25-43.50 few at 43.15
US 1,1 100-340 Rm.
$4300-43.25
US 3-4 240.26011w
. $42.50-43.00

US 3-4 $11-2110
Sows
US 1-2 270-330
US 1-3 300-430 lbs

CALLOWAY COUNTY

Paid for by Juiufly Cheri,

$41 75.42.50
*23 00-3600

*3600-36.50
$36.0042.00
634.00-35.00

US 1-3450450 Ibis
US 2-330040016s. .
Boars 2400-27.00

Kindly Vote For

DEBBIE BOYD
Candidate For

Zeeflo
Proms of stock of local interest at noon

City Council

an.Soda). furnished to the Ledger &
Timid by First of Michigan. Coop
Murray,are 25 follows
tieutdein Inc
McDonalds Corp
Paesderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
U0i00 Cartade

W.A.Grace
Texaco..
General Be('
GAF Carp
donut nein,.

Democratic Primary May 24
Make Murray Even Better Tomorrow
Paid Policia] Advertisement Paid For By Candidate

2644 -54
$4% -54
1154 At
Winne
264 one
32% -4
154 uric
35% unc
14% -4

Jim Walters
Kirsch

FILM, FLASII CUBES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES

Artcraft Studios
11$ St. 1270 753-0035
free Perking Al Rear Dow

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
vessel
DOWN
1 Heavyweight
1 Wine cup
champ
2
Second of
4 Symbol lot
twO
Calcium
3 Preposition
6 Band of
4 Solicitude
Indians
5 Wide awake
II Done by
6 Farm
hand
vehtcle
13 Keep
7 Soak
15 Near
16 Church
dignitary

8 Newspaper

paragraph
18 Note of
9 College
scale
degree
19 Symbol for
labbr I
tantalum
21 Man's name
22 Encounter
24 Danish .
island
26 Makes lace
14 Memoranda
26 Exit;
1 7 Falsifier
29 Vision
31 Baker's
20 War goct
product
33 Steamship 23 Babylon an
deity
(a bbt I
24 Paid notice
34 Halt
36 Shore biro
I
7 3 .
38 Prefix clown
40 Narrow flat
board
42 Greek

philosopher

45 Compass

point
47 Greenland
settlement
49 Row
50 Flying
mammals
52 Cravats
54 Note of
scale
55 Negative
prefix

56 Studio
59 Note of
scale
61 Fright
63 Trader
65 Become
aware of
66 Cyprinoid
fish
67 Wooden

canon
TInnrin
110111110A monnno
00 onnwimu om
uuu mono uou
OPAR nom namo

00000111 000EI
0011M1 IMMO
UDIllt 00001111
MOON 000 0000
BOO 00000 000
01) DORMOOU 00
000000 NOMOBO
LULIULALI
1:11JULIU
25 Grain •
27 Strike
30 Burrowing
animal
32 Swing
35 Model
37 Den
38 Change the
account of
39 Glossy paint
41 Caudal
appendage
43 Seesaw
4

5

12

n
15

*

SHERIFF
"HONESTY AND NO OBLIGATIONS"

:7.7:e
'••••
'
:."3
1•:'

Be Appreciated

paid for by the candidate

44 Coniunction
46 Latin
con)unclion
48 Girl $ name A
51 Girls name
53 Sow
57 Rocky bill
58 Sun god
60 Irritate
62 No e ol
scale
64 No e of
scale
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8
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10
14

17

: 16

.".•:-., 19 20"7-.'
'21
'• :
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l
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Di tr by United F. tore Syn, ica e, nc

Fair Taxation
Zoning Rights ....Adequate
Health Service
Senior Citizens Needs
The
Welfare of our'Youth v• Energy Conservation
Paid for by the candidate

Brother Of Murray
Woman Dies Friday
K. 0. Bogue, Jr., brother of
Mrs. Dean Poston of Murray,
died Friday at St. Joseph's
Hospital East, Memphis, Tn. He was 45 years of age and
a painter.
Survivors include his
daughter, Mrs. Anita Morgan,
and three sons, K. 0. Bogue H,
Russell Bogue, and Steven
Bogue, all of Memphis, Tn.;
his mother, Mrs. Bulah Bogue
of Ripley, Tn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Janette Kirby of Ripley,
Tn., and Mrs. Poston of
Murray.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Garner Funeral
Home, Ripley, Tn., with burial
in the Maple Woods Cemetery
there.

(Continued From Page 1 )

iti4;
rhe money to improve your home
's right under your roof.
How do you pay for that new family room. the new kitchen, the new roof? With
nest egg you may have overlooked—the equity you've built up in sour home.
/ell try to arrange a CIT nomeowner Loan based on that equits. with mont his
tyments customized to your budget. Come in and let us show you how to make
your equity work for you.

THEY JUST TiED THE
THIRD SEI.:THEY'RE 60tN6
TO PLAY A TIE-REAKER...

OKAY, PARTNER...IT/5
TIME FOR A WORD
OF ENCOURA6EMEN T...

pageant festivities was
Kentucky Little Miss 1975,
Michelle McDougal, eight
year old green eyed blonde
daughter of Carol McDougal,
Murray, and Mike McDougal,
Dallas, Texas.
In addition to the winner's
crown and trophy, the new
Little Miss Kentucky also
received a $50 savings bond
from the Bank of Murray, a
bouquet of roses from Gene
and Jo's Florist, a large color
portrait from Art Craft
Studios, and four days and
three nights at the National
Little Miss Pageant from the
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority.
runnersup
The
each
received a trophy, bouquet,
and color portrait.
The pageant was directed
by the Omicron Alpha Chapter
of the Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Unit 827, Woodmen
of the World Society. All
proceeds from the pageant
will be used for community
service projects.

Who Knows A Man
Better Than His
Neighbors?
We Know Bob Miller to be a friend and we have
seen the progress in Calloway County during his
term.
We hope that you will

Vote
Robert.0.Miller
County Judge/
Executive
''olitical Ad Paid for by Friends and Neighbors of Bob Miller, Jobnny Garland Treasurer

•r•
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Good Start Is Key To Good
Harvest UK Specialist Says

Acid Soils Need Lime Before
Growing Tobacco Expert Says
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The 1977 Tom Wallace In Southern Indiana, InDan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
Farm Forestry Awards diana Division of Forestry
able from county extension ,- difficult to get good coverage
competition,sponsored by The service foresters will deteragents.
with conventional sprays.
Courier-Journal and 'The mine nominee's from the
Louisville Times, is now following counties: Barunderway throughout Ken- tholomew, Brown, Clark,
tucky and in 31 Southern In- Crawford, Daviess,IVarborn,
diana counties. Kentucky and Decatur, .Dubois, Floyd,
Southern Indiana farmers and Gibson,
woodlands owners nominated Also, Greene. Harrison,
by their district or service Jackson, Jefferson. •Jennings,
foresters are eligible to Knox, Lawrence. Martin,
compete for $1,000 in cash -Monore, Ohio, Orange. Perry,
prizes that will be awarde,41 for Pike, Posey: . Ripley, Scott,
outstanding management of Spencer, Switzerland. Vanderburgh, Warrick and
woodlands.
Three top winners will boo Washington.
named in the'competition and Woodland owners who wish
awarded prizes of $500,.$350 to have themselves considered
and $150. The winners, their for nomination for the awards
families and foresters will, should contact their district or
each receive an all-expense service .forester, county
paid trip to Louisville for the agricultural or forestry exannual Awards Luncheon on tension agent. or district soil
March, 1978 where the prizes and water conservationist. for
deidlinj
will be awarded. In addition to The
the top three prizes, special nominations in the 1977 Tom
recognition will be accorded Wallace Farm Furestry
each nominee for the awards, Awards competition N August
anf forestry district winners 15, 1977.
alit each receive • a perFor further information
• concern ing the. on test
sonalized- plaque.
Woodland owners. in all contact the Publk ,Nfrairs
Kentucky counties are eligible Department, The Courierfor nmfination by Kentucky Journal and The
Division of Forestry district Times, 1.ouisville, Kentucky
"
40202..
—foresters.
15% Downpayment

4-H'ers Explcare Ag Careers

Caterpillars
A Problem
This Year ^

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.

CORN•SOYBEANS .WHEAT

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.

Annual Tom Wallace
Forestry Contest Begun

What you see
is what you get.

New Finance
Plan
Balance in 5 Years
7% Interest

There is al‘says somebody from somewhere who
has a "bargain" price on grain bins. And you are
asked to buy without seeing what kind -of bins you are
getting.
Before you buy any kind of .a grain bin, let us show
you a Grain Bin by Butler.4
You'll see how Butler engineering has designed
safe, dependable protection for your grain. Compare
feature for feature, and you'll see why there are more
Grain Bins by Butler on American farms than any
other brand.
Let us show you a- Grain BinBUTLER 1
by ,Butler. What you see -is what
BUILDER
AGRI
i•ou get. And what you get is the
best in grain bins at a price you
can afford.

Bins in Stock
For Immediate
Delivery

Hillman Coles
Construction Co.
I ioute 4, Murray

Phone 502-753-3897
502-489-2488
502-753-5448

Cattle Prices May
Be Sensitive To Weather
Kentucky cattlemen can get force .some cattle to market
says
a valuable clue to upcoming earlier than normal,
wide
trends in the cattle market Gamble. Drouth over a
the
a
in
could
cause
area
slut
the
what
of
.
from reports
s
weather is like across the cattle market anti depres
fi,rlly
feeder
prices,
especia
nation.
The reason'isthat rain or cattle.
In Kentucky and ove4- most
the lack of it will determine
of
the Southeast where
ons
cOndlti
pasture and range
which likely will affect "aftle pastures•are good. i .attlemen
more
marketing
marketing patterns and -have
prices, says John Gamble, UR flexibility. They tray hold
or
extension livestock marketing cattle until later thi • 'pring
r.
summe
specialist.
r
- The latest pasture and • So far this spring smalle
s
of
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supplie
cattle
the
es
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indicat
range report
situation has changed in the have Supported pryps, says
past few months, with grazing Gamble. Demand tot- beef in
r
conditions generally general and farmer -feede
deteriorating in the West and demand for feedlot cattle
Plains States but improvingain replacements in ra;- ticular
the Midwest and Southeast. have remained quit,strong.
Estimates are that 76 per cent However, with looisture
of the nation's cattle, or 94 critical in the West ;lost plainS
millionjiegel,, are in _areas States Gamble -as that
'where grazing conditions are cattle pri-in the montht
ahead will be .ssesSitive to
poor for lack of rain.
how re.i.h antirainfall
in
r
weathe
dry
Continued
the West and Plains States will where it occlirs.
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This International 1086...
just the right size for handling
the major work load
in small to average-size farming operations!
It is also ideal for the smaller
operator who plans to rent or buy
more land The 1086 includes all the
characteristics
designed into every Series 86 model
Mid -mount design, a control center
ties uneicelled for comfort and
visability with controls that are unmatched lor convenience A held lest
will prove its worth. We've got the
facts! hive vs a call!
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Era Of Woman In Agriculture
Has Arrived Specialists Says
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Clover Mites A
Common Problem

graduates already are well
An observation that more.terested
livestock entrenched in meat
in
teaching,
and more young women are 'production and allied pur-',
meat research and Coaching
The hard winter apparently
pursuing
degrees
in suits."
judging teams."
did
not have the effect on most
agriculture has prompted
He said a recent report of
Bastin noted a prediction in of this year's crop of insects as
Garland Bastin, extension the National Livestock and
the report that more women had been anticipated — or
specialist in animal sciences, Meat Board pointed up the
will move into positions such hoped for, says Rudy
-to refer to the current era as success coeds are having in
as meat graders, livestock Scheibner, UK extension
developing into "the era of the' meats judging programs
buyers and even marketing
woman."
sponsored by the board. The executives with packing entomologist.
that
"Those
insects
"In our society, we have a report revealed that many companies, many women
hibernated in your homes, of
way of recognizing those such judging teams had
already proving themselves course, would barely notice
persons that accomplish goals gained recognition by being
equal to the task of running how bad the temperatures
outside of the traditional among the top teams in the
feedlots and retail operations were outside," Scheibner said,
realms," Bastin said, noting country.
involving foodstuffs.
noting the pests that did
that more young womeh
"What's going on is, women
The specialist said girls at hibernate in homes are
students are being seen each are now doing in the animal
year on the campus of UK's science curricula
what the high school level have beginning to come out from
College of Agriculture - all they've been doing almost been. prominent in youth their hiding places now that
with an eye of agriculture and everywhere else for the past Idgricultural programs for spring has arrived.
At the present, clover mites
agri-related fields as potential 10 years — liberating it," quite a number of years — and
are
girls
are
the insects. attracting the
the
now
that
careers.
Bastin quoted from the report.
He said the animal science, "With the help of their college becoming more proficient most attention, the endepartments of land grant professors, young women than ever as their interest is tomologist said.
The tiny creatures, which he
universities, such as the enrolling in food programs are mounting in agriculture as a
described as about the size of
University of Kentucky, alone showing that their mental Career.
a period, can be seen gathered
are getting a goodly share of muscle is every bit as hefty as
The proficiency is em- in large numbers at windows
young ladies as students —
the boys," he continued in phasized by Kentucky having
or on sunlit walls. "Actually,
"young ladies that are in- quoting the report. "Women
produced the national 4-H they are trying to find a way to
dairy judging team — .the the outside," Scheibner exteam being made up of four plained, but many persons
young misses, Bastin said. think the mites are just
The team went on to compete coming into the home now."
in an international dairy
In contrast to that thought,
judging competition in Wales, he said, the clover mites feed
where it placed third. The four on ctover, grasses, ivy and
girls that made up the team outdoor plants and have no
We have
are Sharon Hahn, Alta Mae interest in attacking humans,
Keightley, Jan Sanford and pets or home furnishings. He
Susan Snider, the first three noted, however, they are' a
r Inoculation
being from Mercer County nuisance because their
and the fourth from Simpson crushed bodies leave a rusty,
r Moly Mix and Soy-A-live
County. At least three of the red stain when a person atTrefIan
four
are planning to attend UK tempts to brush them away.
Dyanap
next fall, Bastin noted.
He advised the best way to
-.Lasso
rid the premises of the tiny
coach
Bastin
of
Was
the
the
Basagran
insects is to pick them up with
team.
e'Soybean Storage
Of the present total a vacuum cleaner or kill them
r Teletype Service
enrollment in UK's College of with a household aerosol
Agriculture, 32 per cent are
Paraquate
women, the specialist said,
Sencor
adding others are graduate
students working on their
doctorates.

Soybean Producers!

MURRAY
WAREHOUSING CORP.
Old Concord Rood-Murray, Ky.
Phone 7534220 or 753-8225 ,

"With Kentucky high school
girls looking to higher
education in agriculture —
plus the large number of
women students in the college
at present — it certainly
points to a new era for women
in a field that was once almost
entirely considered for men
only," Bastin said.

NEW & USED FARM

EQUIPMENT
OUR TWO YEARS IN BUSINESS
HAS BROUGHT NEW STANDARDS
TO THE FIELD Of fARM
IMPLEMENT SALES AND SERVICE
NEW & USED
6 FT. REAR MOUNTED
GRADER BLADES
CULTIVATORS
NOW AVAILABLE
AT TOMMY'S
EMINIABIT

57000

WHILE THEY LAST!

WE HAVE A GOOD SELECTION Of

NEW & USED NITIL
PLANTERS
NEW STEIGER 325 TRACTORS ARE ALWAYS
AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION
AND OR DELIVERY!
our Direct Hot line to Farm'
At i's Bast.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.

Dial Toll Free 753-5299

AITTNORIZID De

afsnicrit

WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO,
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY

& SEDALIA ROAD - MAYFIELE

PHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5:00 P.M. - PHONE 753-7452
OPEN FROM 7:30 A.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

' •••••

Tender Beef
With Not As
Much Aging

Aging beef for 48 hours at
room temperature of 68 to 70
degrees Fahrenheit made
steaks as tender as aging for
10 days at 38 degrees in
research conducted
by
University of Kentucky meat
scientists.
Meat processors who age
beef now keep it at the cooler
temperature for 5 days or
longer. Shortening the timo
that beef is aged and doing it
without refrigeration would
reduce processing costs of
supplying consumers ,with
tender steaks.
Higher-temperature aging
could prove useful when
mechanical or enzymatic
tenderizing are impractical.
or it could be used in combination with these other
methods, say UK researchers
C. J. Pierson and J. D. Fox
But before shifting to hightemperature aging, beef
processors would have t!
consider
microbiological
problems that might be encountered and take measures
to prevent spoilage. Until
more research is done in this
area, the experimental
method of high-temperaturi,
aging wont' be recommended.
Fox emphasizes.
The possibility of making
beef tender with less aging
time is one practical reSult
from. basic research to more
fully understand - the tenderizing process and fundamental changes that take
place. The UK scientists
studied the relationship
between acidity changes.
connective tissue solubility
and tenderness as affected buu
aging temperature and length
of the aging period. The aging
temperature affected the rate
of acidity change but had no
effect on tissue solubility.
"Ultimate goal of our
continuing research program
is to find a practical way to
make beef more tender than it
can be made now — for
example, make U. S. Good
Grade beef as tender as U.'S
Choice," says Fox.
That would increase the
supply of tender beef
available to consumers and
reduce feedlot costs of beef
producers. Cattle feeders can
feed cattle to U. S. Good Grade
with -,less grain than is,
required to make cattle grade
U.S. Choice.

spri*
"In a week or so the
problem will take care of itself, even if you do nothing,
because the mites will either
have found their way outside,
or will have died." Scheibner
said.
The entomologist observed
it is possible to keep them
from migrating indoors in the
fall by using an insecticide
spray on outside walls from
ground level up to the windows
—and to treat shrubbery next
to the house, plus spray a band
of ground extending about
five-feet out from the foundation
'•So, to eliminate. the
situation next spring, curb the
invasion by spraying in the
fall," he . said. He recommended the spray for the
control of the clover mites be
prepared from products
containing malathion or
diazinon, warning
that
directions on the labels of the
chemicals should be followed
to assure complete results.

Starting Beef Calves Right
Will Show Up At Sale Time
especially important to help
5. Parasite control — Pest- How beef calves are
reduce problems during the free calves will weiish more at
managed between now and
fly season.
weaning. Fly control is the
weaning shows at sale time
3. Dehorning — This may be first step in the prevention of
becauie it affects pay weight,
same time as pink eye. says Morrison. A
condition and price. Mason done at the
castration. The fact that wormer should be used at
Morrison, UK extension
calves without horns sell for three to four months of age to
livestock specialist, recomhigher prices has.. been control internal parasites.
mends the following sixitint
demonstrated through
6. Disease prevention —
management program:
organized feeder calf sales, Vaccination for blackleg and
I. Identificdtion of calves —
says Morrison. The job is malignant edema generally is
the first step in record
easier and there are fewer considered
necessary
keeping. This is required for
problems
if
done
on
throughout
baby
the
state. In
registration in purebred
calves when the horn buttons certain areas it is necessary to
herds, but calf and dam
can ba'removed with a caustic use other vaccines such as
identity is also important to
paste, dehorning tube or hot P13, Pasturella, IBR, BVD,
commercial
herd
the
iron.
Lepto and Vibrio. Morrison operator. Without iden4. Implanting, with growth advises cattlemen to cbeck
tification it is difficult at the
stimulants — They increase with their local veterinarian to
auction to match calves with
weaning weight and feed find out what diseases are
their dams back at the farm,
efficiency.
Morrison prevalent in their locality.
:
says Morrison. There are
More details on calf :
several methods: tattoo, neck recommends implanting
calves at three to four months management are available
chains or bands, ear tags, hot
of age with 12 milligrams of from county extension agents.
brand and freeze brand.
DES diethylstilbestrolt or 36 Morrison cautions cattlemen
Plastic ear tags are, easy to
milligrams of Ralgro. Calves to follow the direction on the
read at a distance and are the
may be implanted again in 90 label when using any chemical
most popular method among
to 120 days.
or additive product.
Kentucky cattlemen.
2. Castration — The earlier
For Four tow Enforcement Elect
this is done the less stress on
the calf and on the man doing
castrating.
the
Early
castration of spring calves is

Joe Beard
YOUR SHERIFF

14+,,,,,crohr Pr mso,y May 24

Feed Supply Comes'

Experienced and Dependable

Ahead Of The Cows
Farmers thinking about
starting or expanding a dairy
operation should. give top
priotiay to planning for an
adeMt: e supply of high
quality feed. .
Although obviously the
logical way to procede, many
dairy farm operators have
failed because they ignored
this fundamental fact of life,
says Gorden Hess, UK extension dairy specialist. When
a dairyman runs short of feed
he must feed less, give cows a
lower quality ration, or pay a
high price for the amounts and
kinds of feed needed for
profitable milk production.
Providing for enough high
quality forage is the first step
in planning a dairy herd
feeding program, says Hess.
In a large-breed - herd,
and
producing
cows
replacement heifers require
about 8 tons of hay or hay
mature
equivalent
per
animal. Small breeds need 75
to 80 per rent of that amount.
For a 60=cow herd fed in dry
lot with no pasture, 480 tons of
hay will supply all of the
forage needed for a year. A
fifty-fifty hay and silage
feeding program will take 240
tons of hay and 720 tons of
silage. A minimum hay
feeding plan will require about
1200 tons of silage and 80 tons
of hay. Less hay or ,silage is
needed if good pasture is used.
"A dairy operation should
not be considered unless the
farmer has land suitable for
producing all the forage
needed," says Hess. -More
usable nutrients can be
produced as forage than other
types of feed, and transportation costs are too high to
buy forage. If grain needed for
feeding the dairy herd can

Date Set For
Beef Field Day
A beef cattle field day will
be held July 12 at the
University of Kentucky's
Coldstream Farm two miles
north of Lexington where beef
cattle researqh is being
conducted.
.The field day will give
cattle
Kentucky
beef
producers an opportunity to
tour the research facilities
and to obtain the results of
projects completed or .underway. The proicam also
will include discussions of
current problems and trends
in beef cattle production.
The event is sponsored by
the Animal Science Department of the UK College of
Agriculture. Research and
extension staff members will
be on hand to answer'specific
questions cattle-men may have
about their own operations.

also be raised on the farm, this
increases the potential for a
stable, profitable operation."
In - planning
forage
production, make maximum
use of corn, small grains and
legumes. These are the
highest yielding crops for
forage. Corn is adapted to
relatively level land. Small
'grains work well in a double
dropping plan with corn.
Legumes can be used on more
rolling land and in a pasture
program.
If pastures are included in a
forage program they should
include legumes with grasses
in order to get highest quality
and yield.. Hess also recommends fertilizing pasture
land, rotation grazing and
clipping mature growth.
As with many other crops,
best results in growing forage
can be obtained by following
recommendations from the
county extension Agent.
Dairymen who have to buy
grain for feed can save money
in most years by buying corn
at harvest time, says Hess. He
believes that in many cases it
is more economical to invest
in grain storage facilities and
buy corn at harvest time than
to invest in good corn-growing
land
Considerable cost
savings also can be made by
purchasing bulk protein
supplements in large amounts
and storing until fed.

Ronnie Ross
210E, Main
Phone 753-0489

WHAT TO BUY FOR GRADUATION ??
....WE HAVE THE ANSWER!!
why give a:
• wrong size
• wrong color
• wrong style
• duplicate
Why not give
the most
appreciated
gift of all...

Calloway Farmers
have recently traded up to

Internationals
• These Trade-Ins have been
shop-tested and checked out.
They are sound.
1 - 1020 John Deere
1 - 8000D Ford
1 - 165 Mf Diesel
1 - 800 Ford W/Live Clutch
1 - g0000 ford W/Turbo 1 - 800 Ford, new paint, overhaul
2 - 50000 Ford's

P1,1
Several
A-1 Used
Combines

Purch
ase
EQUIPMENT CO INC
Hwy. 94E Phone 153-1215
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1 legal Notice •

1 Legal Notice

1 Notice

Notice Of Opportunity To Request
A Corridor-Design Public Hearing
Proposed Replacement Of
Bridge And Approaches
At West Fork Of Clarks' River

L

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

s,
ladys
display pa
(.: Allified

2 Notice
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS, Murrays only
complete needle craft
shop. Fox Meadows
South 16th Street. 7533855. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens.

6 Help Wanted

19 Farm Equipment

MECHANIC. rack man,
and clean-up Call 7537114 or come by 604
South 12th Street

WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
75375669.

WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.

ELECTROLUX AGAIN
FEATHERBEDS
OFFERS SPECIAL
1965 430 CASE diesel
PAYING top price. Call
PROGRAM TO
3
tractor,
point
753-7462 after 5 a.m.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
hydraulic leveler on
WATKINS
tractor, bushog,scraper
FOR
For the eleventh conContact
Products.
box, landscaping blade,
secutive year, ElecWANTED - One to 3 acres
like new plow and Heavy
Holman Jones,217 South
trolux is offering sumof
land
East
to
Southeast
mer part time or full
Duty 6' disc. Two axle
13th, phone 753-3128.
of Murray. Call 753-6939
time employment to
tilt trailer. Will separate
after 5 p.m.
college students. The
6 Help Wanted
some equipment. Call
I
•
includes
program
•
•
4
,
436-2538.
i•
,
- -••
•,
COUPLES Olt MATURE - $1,000, $750 and $500
,
EAR OF CORN BB
for
interested
single people
special awards
TV Towers
Grubbs, 436-5526.
'
35 FERGUSON Deluxe
selling a fixed volume
in 2nd or 3rd income.
Rotors
tractor with plows'and
Student
and
business.
good
of
Income
COINS AMERICAN and
.. __ _
4 r• ,';
.
disc. Bushog. One ton
Antennas
participation has connegotiable. For ap•+'
foreign.' Also old gold
increased..
Dodge car hauler. Call
tinually
lull
pointment, 1-502-886and sterling. Call 753436-5568.
Last year the sales
5547.
WHOLESALE
9232.
in
student;
volume of
•
L.
PRICES
CONTACT WEST KY.
the summer program
WANTED - experienced
r7.:71.;;;,•
Grain Handling
totaled over 2 million
A.
15. Articles For Sale
•••
only, Day cook. Call 753• •
Interested
• ••
.• t
•
dollars.
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
2997.
.• .••,‘ • •.'•
students may call 443for Farm Fan
345-2633
TOBACCO AND tomato
6460 in Paducah,Ky.
Dryers. Dealer for
SALESMEN NEEDED
sticks. 13 cents each.
Central Cuter 153-51115
Baughman Grain Bins,
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
for jiloonania Buildings
also your Read bin and
throughout Western Ky.
long bin. Early season
and Southern Illinois.
GENRETIRED
AVAILABLE
on Baughman during
NOW.
ASSISTANT
Permanent career in OFFICE
• .
•
•
TLEMAN, age 62,
Urethane foam. All
March.
with technical
working
presensales
sales
looking for a lady
sizes,
all
Cut
densities.
j• ••
I., •:
.
Possible
instruments
20 Sports Equipment
tation kit and tools - no
, „
companion between the
to your specs. West Ky.
starting salary $600 per
over night travel ex.r
•
ages of 62 to 65 years.
Co.,
Cabinet
SLICK, low
1203
SUPER
Story
month. Send complete
commission
•••i
_
17 •
;* •
;
'
cellent
Stanley Cox, Route 3,
Avenue.
new
1977 Apollo
753-6767.
profile
'
L
•
•
.
•-•
•
•
f
•X
;
32T,
...
'
Box
‘•••
0.
•
resume to P.
I
potential, income over
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
jet boats. Call 527-1436
01;•/4414/
.
r
i SCOiti4
Murray, Ky
•
building
•
proven
$20.000
.
":
•
V••
days or 527-8814 nights.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
designs (Bonanza
• -.Y-"
"'"`r
.
.s.
":••••
COLOR PORTRAITS,
Located at Edwards
. •
per bale. Premium
•'. *
••1*
.r.t
inbe
Will
Buildings).
•
•_
bring us yours far extra
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
I
quality
guaranteed.
terviewing May 26 and
SALES
copies. Made from any
Benton, Ky.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
IX.
to
resume
Send
27.
TRAVEL
LIMITED
The project exhibits are available for public insize into any size.
Hardware, Paris.
Cates Construction
spection at the Bureau of Highways District OfKy and N. W.
S
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
HOUSEBOAT 32 Foot
West
1,
Route
Company,
fice in Reidland. Bureau personnel are available
service.
Term.
x 10 $2.40. Fast
River Queen, 75 Meror
42086
at the District Office to discuss the proposed
Ky.
Paducah,
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
Weekly draw plus
USED AIR conditioner.
50 h.p. o
cury
p.m.
project, reply to questions and to provide in6
after
44341562
call
parking
incentives
Free
training
753-0035.
Call 753-9104 or 733-1551,
months, sleeps 8.
2
used
formation to all interested persons.
appointment.
for
from $250.00 to $350.00
lot, use our rear enDill electgic.
A Corridor-Design Public Hearing will not be
Evinrude.
Asking $5500.
against liberal Comtrance.
scheduled by the Bureau of Highways unless a
Must sell. Kenlake,
MANAGER
Senior
mission.
ASSISTANT
written request for a hearing is received on or
AIR
CONDITIONER
Marina Slip!72, Call 753earning
salesmen
- fast' food service.
before June 6, 1977, by the undersigned.
sale. All deluxe models
8056.
to $45,000.
opening in
$18,000
HORNBUCKLE
Immediate
Robert W. Hodges
with 10 position therManagement opportik.
Murray. Good future.
BARBER SHOP
District Engine ,r
mostat and variable 'Commercial, 800 'lb,
Open Saturday 8:30Salary with
Starting
Bureau of Highways
speed fans 5 year
3:30, Monday 8:30-12
opportunity for adslate bed, delivered and
include:
Fringes
P.O. Box 3010
guarantee -on units.
o'clock. Other than by
set up with all equipvancement. Applicant
Life
Hospitalization.
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Factory authorized local
appointment. Call 753ment. From 6650.00.
Profit
Insurance,
must be married and
service. poo BTU,
3685. Hospital call and
Seven models on display
have experience in food
Sharrig, Retzrement.
house call.
$189.95, 10,000 BTU,
many others available.
service. Send full
You receive sales
2 Notice
2. Notice
$259.95; 17,000 B-TUI
to:
picture
and
Also coin= operated
the
HORNBUCKLE
in
resume
training
$339.95; 20,000 BTU,
$100 REWARD for intables., Milan Pool
Kay Barker, P. 0. Box
territory.
BARBER
BTU,
$349.95; 23,000
in
Muskogee.
Tablet sales. 901-686formation leading to JESUS STATES
1242,
Our products are
$369.95; 26,000 BTU,
Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
SHOP
Oklahoma, 74401.
and
arrest and conviction of
non-technical
he that shall endure unto
$399.95. Wallin Hardhit and run driver inreadily learnable.
the
end,
the
same
shall
ware, Paris.
SALES
A
WANTED
Friday
15,-2 FF. Pro Craft bass
wreck
volved in
We seli chemical
WHAT WE do best is
be saved. And this
person to sell Jim
boat. 85 Mercury, power,
night, May 13 at inInthe
to
specialties,
gospel of the kingdom 41 care. Needline, 753-6333.
Walter Homes in the
trim, trolling motor,
tersection of 121 South
REBUILT."LAWN
Food
d u stri a 1
Murray area. This is
depth finder, tape deck
and Locust Grove Road. ^ shall be preached in all
mowers. $25 and up.- K
processing, Automotithe world for a witness
your opportunity- to
and EU-Repair, 94 East.
and custom *trailer. Call
Car is believed to be late
ve and institutional
unto all nations and then
FREE MOUSE - tsar
make good money as a
436-2718 after 5 p.m.
60 to early 70 model
markets. High quality
shall the end come." For
down and haul away.
sales person. If inCouger. Light colored
bring
products
information
IF YOU think home fires
Call 753-5322 after 5
terested call Gene Allen
with some primer spots. further
repea,t,'
profitable
15' RUNABOUT 60 h.p.
always happen to other
502-442-7368, Paducah,
p.m.
Also damage on front consult your Bible, for
sales.
Evinrude. Trailer with
call
assistance
753-0984.
people, give this ad to a
Ky.
end. Call 436-5829.
You must have a
extras. Call 489-2275.
Alarm
Smoke
friend.
successful-work or self
battery operated by
employment history.
12' AIRCRAFT aluminum
THE CHEF IS
Water Pik, $29.99.
background ppSales
I THINK 50
WONDER
boat, $100. Three h.p.
HAVING
A
Wallin
Hardware.
CAFE
tional A late model
IP THIS IS :„
Evinrude, $100. Or both
Tv. DINNER
!
car reouired.
A GOOD
for $175. Call 436-5486.
SHUTTERS - Black
RESTAURANT
Interviews Monday
plastic. Sizes 39 through
and Tuesday
POOL TABLES, Com67 inches. Inquire at
QUALIFY?
CAN YOU
mercial, 800 lb., -slate
Lumber
Murray
bed, delivered and set
Company 104 Maple or
Contact:
up with all equipment.
call 753-3161.
GEORGE FOUST
From $650.00. Seven
ci
502.442-7341
models on display many
FROM WALL to wall, no
others available. Also
in Paducah, Ky.
carpets
on
04ERE COME4 5ARGE
all,
at
soil
#01
1..,0KiN,;+ coot
6ONNA
coin operated tables.
with Blue
cleaned
.111(ge
1-10E
"VOL.ilNTEEIZ4
Milan Pool Tables Sales.
If unable to reach
Lustre. Rent electric
.
901-686-1177.
Send Resume to:
shampooer. Big K. Bel
Center.
Air Shopping
1,x H.P. Johnson for sail
grass
cuts
boat, practically new.
HOG
GRASS
DELTA FOREMOST
Heavy duty trolling
and weeds with fish line.
CHEMICAL
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Power by gasoline
CORPORATION
Only $149.95.
Call 753-8127.
engine.
30310
Box
6
Paris.
Hardware,
Wallin
Memphis,Tenn.
22 Musical
5-2.1 38130
16 Home Furnishings
An equal °ppm-tunny ernCONRAD'S PIANOS C'OuNC4L ccwier5
IF YOU
JUNGLE JUSTiCE.,
Organs, Kimball and
STOVE, AIR conditioner,
CRUEL BUT SWIFT.
H/1,
VALUE
1M THEY'RE
„/1"MAYBE THE. CITIES
YOuR
vacuum
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
HOT TALKING,
refrigerator,
•!.
COUL17 USE 50/NE
m'SERABLE
Ci-liE F.
and Clark. Largest
-_
TOOL AND CUTTER
cleaner, and rug. Call
,;vES
Experience
/,selection in Western
grinders.
753-0764 after 5 p.m.
753-1424,
Kentucky,
desired. Come to Drake
Olympic Plaza, Murray.
Atwood, Paris, Tenn. or
Ky.
call 901-642-7847.
ELECTROLUX SALES
Tony
Call
-service.
and
WEEKLY
$20 0.00
Montgomery, 753-6760
stuffing
POSSIBLE .
day or night.
Oldest home
envelopes. Send a selfL operated
owned
stamped
addressed
KIRBY VACUUM. 500
Co.
envelope to Fischer
Calloway
in
Rebuilt
Street.
Maple
•
, p-+ES
NO"
.r.-31 NAN/ W E
.40‘.4 DOES Se-IE
Enterprises, Box' 1'27,
vacuums, starting ar
(\ TKG HULA
rS AL..\^'AN'S
L.COK iha A
Eureka, South Dakota
L_ESSONS
L2PASS
$45.00. We rebuild your
••61.,•ilf
57437.
vacuum for $29.95. Call
• _
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
9 Situations Wanted
19 Farm fp uipment
WILL DO housecleaning
or yard work. Call Judy, ELECFRIC WAGON, 6
ton. Two row tobacco
753-8595,
setter, 2 row cultivator,
6 row sprayer 110 gallon
Phone 753-34
tank, and pump. Three
12" JD plows, three 14"
s Termite
'
Kelley
TN'OCVAM INT- r(CHI,
JD plows. 10 bushel
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
United Statit?s Fir_ianc,31 Dent
II-1
300
-fertilizer.
seeder
-C. L THEY 1550 PPOMPT
ASPE
& Pest Control
To A YOKLJAA
tractor. Many other
100 Sisarli 13th
WIF THEIR MA IL"DELIVERY
-DOSPATCH
items. to see call 753- 118,
Will not interfere
FUM .TH
8090 between 6 a.m. and
PEAR MR.YOkLiffiwith present emGOVAMINT!
24 Miscellaneous
2 p.m. or 3 miles south
-(:, FOR De.11-Q1Pt\-TNR:-. 7/-44
THE EXPENT5C
ployment. No selling
Road.
Paris
FIREPLACE enclosure
Twenty
on Murray
PILLION POLLAR5 TE,
-- THE ST4RVN6
required.
with glass doors and
company.
0 A PILL
Pie)GPATCH HAS COIAE 7year old
mesh drawn screen. All
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
POLLAK'S IM Al;Wilt•ASTr...ATiVE ClfHTL-rSee our ad on the
and finishes.
sizes
Fence
AAA
Call
needs.
today!
PAP THE STARYING OF POCJ7LFl
ports Page,
$88.88. Wallin HardSupply Co., 1-444-6865,
DID\rr QUITE GET ANN.
ware, Paris.
Paducah, Ky.
This notice provides the public an opportunity
.o request a Corridor-Design Public Hearing on
the following proposed project: Calloway County, BRE 121 r 11, SP 18-123-81... Mayfield-Murray
Road, Bridge Replacement and approaches at
West Fork of Clarks' River, 7.0 Miles West of
West City limits of Murray on KY 121. I See map
belov. ,
1
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4 11:
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4
••.

311(1 regular disdlay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
the day
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24 Miscellaneous
20011 INDUSTRIAL Ford
tractor and loader. 1973
Chevelle wagon. White
rock, decorated rock,
rich dirt. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.
TRAILER FRAME with
axles, and 1962 Rambler. Call 753-8127.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or carkiers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV Radio
THIS
ENJOY
BEAUTIFUL stereo
console in your home for
only $10.00 a month. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575.
CB WALKIE TALKIE set
with adapter. Three
channel. One never
used. $75. Call 753-0062.
25" COLOR console
Magnavox TV. Like
new. For balance due or
low monthly payment. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales

32..Apartments for Rent
DUPLEX,CARPORT, all
built-ins, patio,
basiaall furnished and
1405
priv
„,
Stadium iew r
'
753-4981. Available June.
1.
,
NEW TWO BEDROOM:,
garden apartment. All
carpet, range,'.
refrigerator, disposati':
washer and dryer"-::
hookup. Private patio.'
Call 753-7550.
TWO BEDROOM furapartment,
nished
Central gas heat. Water
furnished. $100 month.
No pets. Also 1 bedroom
furnished,
apartment
1606 Miller. Water
furnished,$100. Call 7531203.

one
NICE
VERY
bedroom furnished
apartment. Half block
from campus. Call 7532967 after 4:30.
NICE FURNISHED and
unfurnished 1 bedroom
apartments. Water
furnished. 1414 Vine,
Murray.
ONE
FURNISHED
bedroom apartment
Extra nice. Airz4ondition. Private yard.
Walking Aistance of
month. Call
camp
753-72'6.

TWO BEDROOM mobile
home' with 2 lots. 21 v -APARTMENT
NEAR
miles South of Murray:
downtown Murray. Call
Near Ky. Lake. Call 436
753_4109.
2504.
12 x65 MOBILE HOME,2
bedroom, living room,
ybith and kitchen. Call
753-4418.
1966 10 FT. WIDE, 2
conair
bedroom
ditioner. Furnished,
nice. $2750. Call 753-2762.
1475 MOBILE HOME. 12
x 70. Three bedroom,
bath and half, fully
carpeted, unfurnished.
Buy or take over
payments. Call 753-6422.
MOBILE HOME 12 x 65,
old, 2
year
one
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
electric/heat and • air
electric
conditioning,
stove and refrigerator.
Carpeting. Phone 7536682.
1969 BROOKFIELD by
Style-Mar, 12 x 60. All
electric, two bedrooms,
living room, kitchen,
bath. All large rooms.
Carpet throughout
except in kitchen and
bath. Refrigerator and
stove included. Good
condition. Call 437-4291.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 yews
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.

DUPLEX APARTMENT
2 miles east of Murray
/
21
on private road. Total
partially
electric,
furnished, city water
furnished. $130.00 per
month. Deposit
required. Call 753-8848
before 9 p.m. Available
May 17.
34 Houses For Rent
FURNISHED or unfurnished. Located 10
miles out of town. Call
753-9964.
TWO BEDROOM electric
heat, brick veneer
house. $135 month. No
children. Call 753-1602 or
7534175,, Mrs. George
Hart.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1;2472833.
Ficrio,EASE - four
m, 2 bath, briek
double
home with
nicely
garage,
Fardecorated in
mington. Lease option
purchase
available. Call 345-2745.
P. livestock

Supplies

EIGHT
HEREFORD
cows and calves. $250 a
pair or best offer. Call
753-3625 from 8 a.m. to
8:30 p.m.

1.10yPr

,

29. Mobile Home Rentals
NICE TWO BEDROOM,
one or 2 people only.
small court. Call 7538216 after 5 p. m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

COUPLE WANTS to rent
in
house
country.
Willing to do repairs
Call 753-1495.
2
UNFURNISHED
bedroom apartment or
house , for
retired
Christian ‘‘oinan. ('all
436-2171
COUPLE WANTS to rent
2 bedroom house or
apartment. In or around
Murray. Call 753-2732.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED FOUR
bedroom apartment for
rent; also apartments
for I and 2. Near
University.
Available
immediately. Call 7537575 or 0669.

WESTERN SADDLE.
Call 753-0748.
8 Pets

THREE MONTH old
Beagle puppies, from
good hunting stock. Call
498-8704 after 5 p.m.
MINIATURE
DACHSHUND
puppy
Female 6 months old
Black and Tan. AKC
Call 753-7947 or 7534182
AKC REGISTERED
Pirscher
Doberman
breeding for $100 and
pick of litter. Call 4742379.
REGISTERED Labrador
Retriever, $75.00.
females only. Had shots
Right age for hunting
this fall. Call 365-6619.
Ityladunn.
REGISTERED FEMALE
Irish Setter, 16 months.
$50. Call 753-8056.

39 PoLmri Suopies
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880.

•
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40. Produce
Rent

RT, all
atio,
ed and
1405
. Call
Jun

ROO
nt. Allnge
sposaV.,:,

43 Real Estate

PICK Strawberries.
End of Season Special.
25 cents a quart. Call
753-8848.

Strawberries
For Sale
Jesse Jones,
Sedalia Ky.
328-8543

patio, -;

45 Farms For Sale

OWNER SAYS SELL!!!
Income property. . . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apartments, central gas heat,
2car garage.. . Make an
offer. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS now!
753-1492.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc
202 Soar* Iltb Shoat
Phone 733-3143

50 Campers

NEW BRICK home-i
energy
efficient.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes
North
Of
Murray, 641. Call 5271087.
46 Homes For Sale

2

BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, fully shag carpeted, baseboard heat,
freshly painted, large,
lot. Paved drive. Call
°
now to see,753-7835,,

41 Public Sales

I fur- 7`
ent,
Water
month.
,droom
nished,
ater
all 753-

one
11shed •
block
an 753-

D and
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Water
Vine,
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6689.

ALE
Ws.

sale.
1-527-

1111b6m-.-

OWNERS WANT OFFER
THREE ,BiDROONI
on
this
recently
brick needs some work.
redecorated 3 bedroom
Im
iate possession,
home with fireplace,
0 down. Assume
located 5 minutes from „A'HA loan. Call 753-78659
Murray. Extra lagge lo
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
goes with house. Lo
through Friday.
perfect for. horses or
garden area
wners
THREE
BEDROOM
are movinyánd anxious
frame on.a large lot. 7.5
to sell, - Excellent opmiles East of Murray on
43 Real Estate
ity for fine buy on
po
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
quality home. Phone
436-5434.
A PLACE TO SWIM. You z Kopperud Realty 753would open the doors to"' 1222 for more incomfortable, private
formation.
WELL KEPT 4 bedroom
casual living with your
brick home, 5 minutes
own 20 x740 fenced
REALTORS
from town on 2'2 acres
swimrnin pool and 3
with 18 x 22 barn. Nice
bedroprt home located
shade and garden. Call
close to shopping cen753-7620 after 5 p.m.
ers. This is the first
time offered and price is
South 12th at Sycamore
NEW TWO 'BEDROOM
in the low 30's. Don't
TELEPHONE 753-1061
brick on lot next to Old
miss out on this one!
Kirksey School. Call 489KOPPERUD
Phone
2110.
MINT CONDITION - 3
REALTY, 753-1222, for
bedroom
frame,
an appointment to see
fireplace; dining _room, THREE BEDROOM l'2
this fine home.
electric heat, screened
conv.enient
bath,
porch. Well landscaped
location. $29,900. Call
PROFESS1ONAL-LY
with many shade trees.
753-9827.
4DECORATED
Close to shopping
bedroom, brick and
centers. Low 30's.
MUST SELL - by owner.
inasonite, 2-story home.
Waldrop Real Estate
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
Located in a peaceful
Agency, 206 South 4th,
close., to lake with
country setting on Ford
753-56116.
fireplace,
stelve,
Road, just a short
refrigerator, wall to
distance SW of Murray
wall shag carpeting.
ANOTHER
NEW
city limits. Has many
Reduced
to $14,500. Call
LISTING.
Lovely
3
features that accent the
762-4288 or 753-6274 afteor
bedroom, lit bath home
thoughtfulness of the
5p.m.
at 1312 Kirkwood Drive.
design and lay-out. Call
A pretty den. with
Stinson Realty for an
fireplace that opens onappointment. 753-3744.
CRAPPIE HOLLOW to a redwood deck. An
Multiple
double lot on 280 and
Member
excellent buy at only
Lakeway Shores plus
Listing Service.
$30,000. Phone Kopperud
mobile home. Excellent
well. 200' septic field,
FURNISHED 2-bedroom t Realty, 753-1222 for
more information. We
wide driveways. Nice
Take area cottage.
are Murray's fastest
trees. Good business
Unbelievably low priced
growing realty.
potential. $7800. By
at $6,750. Approximately
owner. Call 436-2538.
2 blocks from Kentucky
Lake, on a shaded lot.
Must see to appreciate.
47 Motorcycles
WALDROP REAL ESTATE
Owner lives out of state
206 S. 114 Street
and is unable to utilize.
753-3646
1971 TRIUMPH Djavtona
Phone 753-3744, Stinson
Mar Usti., INimiled.
500. Good condition. $500
Realty Co. Member
or best offer. Call 492Multiple Listing Ser8128 after 5 p.m.
vice.
HWY. 94 EAST - Neat 2
1975 INDIAN 100CC.
bedroom, 1 bath house
Excellent
on Highway 94 East. 478
running
QUALITY 'MALTY CO.
condition. Looks sharp
of highway frontage
337 N. Poplar,
iy.
for a small bike. Knobby
527-1448
offer opportunity for
Alarm Caws? Cometty
tires front and rear.
extra building lots. Call
43741/1
Asking $250.00. Call 354or come by 105 N. 12th,
8222 after 4 p. m.
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
QUIET
COUNTRY
1972 TRIUMPH 750. $850.
LIVING in East Y
Call 436-2635.
Manor. A white brick 3
Owner laming Nom aged lead
bedroom ranch home on
sell. 4 biennial Lome reduced
hem $32,000 ft $23,000. Call
large lot. Has electric
753-3263. Mom losoronee end
1972 HONDA CB 350,5450.
baseboard heat, carpet,
Real Estate. bora let available
Call 753-1966 Wards.
nice kitchen and family
tee. Cheap.
room, refrigerator and
1973 YAMAHA 100 MX.
built-in range. Paved
Forward mounted
driveway and paved
44 Lots For Sale
shocks. Top end rebuilt.
basketball court. A nice
New rear bearing. Seals
comfortable home-at ,- 'BY OWNER - Very
dampers and tire.
reasonable price.
desirable residential lot
Preston Petty fenders
$29,500. Contact Guy
in one of the nicer areas
and tank. Call 436-2742.
Spann Realty, 901
of the city. All utilities
Sycamore, 753-7724.
available. Beautiful
scenic view. Located at SUMMER FUN SALE.
1976 360 Yamaha, 1974
corner of Oak Drive and
F iNE, WELL built brick,
XL 175 Honda, 1973 SL
Henry Street. 150'
home on Sycamore at
125
Honda, 1974 XR 75.
frontage
on
Oak
Drive
x
7th. This four bedroom
Call 753-4641 between 7
90' on Henry Street. If
home is on a huge lot (75
and 5.
interested call 753-5970.
x 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,
1974 KAWASAKI 450 MX.
•two car brick garage. To LARGE
WOODED
Good condition. Call 753see this reasonably
in
lakeview
lots
3943.
priced property call
subdivision
on
restricted
John C. Neirbauer,
Ky. Lake near. Hamlin_
1973 YAMAHA '750. New
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
For information /call
tire and mufflers. KOO.
753-0101 or call Brice
Robert A. Morris 436Call 436-2305 after 5 p.m.
Ratterree, 753-5921.
2473.
CARPORT SAI.E at 504
South 8th Extended
Wednesday. Thursday
and Friday. 9 a. m. -5 p.
in.
Storage
room
shelves, fabric.' 50 cents
to $1.00 per yard.
Miscellaneous items too
numerous to mention.

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
*Stone Setting
*Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

113S. 4th

,,,„ hen! ),„„
Bankroll Card
Punched This Week
Jim Adams Food Liners

1974 YAMAHA 100 MX.
Excellent condition._
New rings. Call 436-5377
after 5 p.m.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Gall 354-8222
after 4 p. m.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.
1970 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille610 control,
cruta
r
AM-FM
sterR,
tilt
and
telescoping steering
wheel, and all power .
$750.00. Call 1-354-6217
1975 VOLVO 164, sunrocif,
22,000 miles. $5,700.
Paducah, 554-3342.
1970 CUTLASS Vista
Cruiser, 9 passenger,
automatic,
double
power and air. Power
windows, AM with 8track tape. Has good
tires. An extra nice
wagon. $1200.00. Call 13-546217.
1971 PINTO, low gas
mileage, good fishing
car. $300. Only interested parties. Call
753-6345.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 between 5 and 7 p. m.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 BUICK Le Sabre. 4
door. $300.00. Call 1-3546217.
1973 MONTE CARLO,
potter
air,
nice,
steering, bucket seats.
new Uniroyal radials
•Call 753-8721 after 5 p ii
•.!
1967 CHEVROLET'ton
pickup. Automatic
transmission, priced to
sell, Call 753-5267 after 5
p.m.
1967 FORD F-100 pickup,
8 cylinder. See at
Murray Ice Co. Or call
753-1813.
1967 FORD pickup, blue,
good condition. Call 753-

.1973 CHEVROLET 3 seat
wagon, like- new, fully
equipped. Steel radials.
46,000 miles. A real
"cream-puff." Call 7537276.
1970 SPITFIRE Triumph,
must sell moving.
$1000.00 or best offer.
Call 753-9407.

1972 DATSUN 240Z, good
condition. Phone 7532691.
11972 DATSUN pickup,
excellent
condition,
$1395. Good 1974 Vega
automatic, with air.
$1295. Call 489-2595.
1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME, Good
condition.
Power
steering, brakes and air.
-Maroon with White top.
Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.

LICENSED ELECTRICAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for .free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
AT
FENCE 'ALES
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call 436-2712.
SIGN PAINTING
753-9988.

Call

PAINTING - Interior and
exterior. Free
estimates. After 5 p.
phone 753-4353 or 753E61.
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
53 Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW. Call
after 6 p. iii. 753-6972.
54. free Column
FREE: SIX month old
calico kitten. Has been
spayed. Will make a•
beautiful house pet. She
is a loving kitten. Call
753-3994.

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump remdVal,
contact K and S Stump'
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
WILL STAY with elderly
people days or nights.
Call 435-4169.

Please
Vote
For

BABYSITTING. mother _
of 2 year old girl will do
babysitting in my home.
Any shift, call 753-6421.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 7539753.

ELBERT "SALTY"
THOMASON

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

For

Councilman
Ward B

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

Subject To Democrat Primary
May 24, 1977
Your Support And Influence Will
Be Greatly Appreciated!
Political Ad Paid For By Candidate

Dial-A-service

1970 CAMARO, 6 cylinder. straight shift, 1967
Ford van. ri cylinder,
straight shift Call 4892613.
--NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air,, power
brakes tie steering, extra
deal. Call 753-0698.

(This alphabetized page wiH run weekly -- clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

OS
11110
11111A,
mer el
Fire
753-1441

50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward KenLake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean Used campers.
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605

0
•
IIIII

*0

Taber's Body Shop
753-3134

753-3303

753-6177

Police
753-1621

1301 Chestnut - Murray. K y.

24 Hour Wrecker Service

Hinman's
Rentals

Winchester

Radio Cab Co.

Printing

Taxi Cab
Service

Service, Inc.
Moose, eardon, ode, WWII,
power Old concrete tools mod
etc.

NOTICE

Dependable Transporlutrorl
Anytime. Any Place
24 Hour Service
7 Doys A Week

753-5397

753-5703
II

111

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSE
(City Stickers)
BUSINESS PRIVILEGE LICENSE

100S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

753-3914
Bulldozing

Licenses may be purchased in the office of
the City Clerk, City Hall Building. Office
Hours are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday

Prompt, dependable
Three
service.
bulldozers to serve
Y

thru Friday and for your convenience the
clerk's office will be open on Saturdays -

753-1959
474-2264
1

Steven Alexander
L.W. Lyons

Phone
753-5351

102S. 4th St.
Murray;Ky.

302 N. 18th Stleet
Murray.

Tuesday, May 31, 1977, will be the last day
to purchase the following City of Murray
Licenses without incurring a 10 Nit CENT
PENALTY:

May 21 - May 28 9:00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m.
(Closed Monday May 30 in observance of
Memorial Day)

51 Serwces Offered

WILL BABYSIT In my
13' SCOTTY camping FOR YOUR SEPTIC
home;for infants 1 year
trailer; -sinlr, -stove -arid---TANK-- -and backhoe
or under. Call 767-2555.
work
needs
call
John
icebox. Sleeps 3. $650.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
Call 753-8124.
AERIAL APPLICATION
436-2586.
- Fertilizing, seeding,
1965 16' Thunderbird
and
herbicides
camper. Trailer self
pesticides. Battles Ag.
WIRING
ELECTRICAL
contained. $650. Call 436Service. Call 489-2414 or
2516.
home or industrial. Call
901-642-0712.
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m 436-5896.
MOBILE HOME AN1975 28 CAMPER self
CHORS, underpinning,
contained.
Price KIRBY Carpet Care.
awnings, roofs sealed,
reduced. Call 753-8994
Steam clean one room at
and
Alcoa aluminum
anytirne.
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
house siding & trim. Call
will clean the hallway
Jack Glover, 753-1873
51 Seroces Offered
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
Ater 5 or weekends.
10' room would-only be
$8.00. Call Mike HutLYONS BROTHERS
DOZER, LOADER,
chens, 753-0359.
Custom Dozer work. No
backhoe work, Grading,
job too big or too small.
hauling, and bush'ROY HARMON FOR
Call Jimmy and L. W.
hogging.
Free
Cabinets, Remodeling,
(Dub) Lyons, 474-2264.
estimates. Call 436-2382.
Mill work, Furniture
repair, combination
QUALITY
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL WIRING
windows and doors. Call
Company Inc. Air
home and industrial, air
753-4124.
condition sales and
conditioning, and
service.
Modern sheet
refrigeration, heating.
metal department.
CARPET CLEANING
Call 474-8841.
Larry
Wisehart,
very
experienced,
President. Phone 753reasonable rates,
DRIVEWAYS
white
9290.
references, free
rucked. Sand and lime
estimates. Quick drying.
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618: L & M Blacktopping, seal
753-8381.
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
PAINTING
interior
and
mirrors,
WORK,
GLASS
exterior.
Commercial
or
aluminum stop fronts,
WILL HAUL LIME or
residential.
Also
auto glass, illexiglass,
drywall
white rock or sand. Call
finishing
for
glass.
plate and window
free estimate, phone
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
M and G Complete
Atkins Painting, 437753-4545.
Glass,753-0180.
4534.

1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
1967 FORD PICKUP,
hardtop. Dark Green.
$750.
good condition.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00. -SMALL SIZE dozer - ideal
Call 436-2516.
for spreading, leveling,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
1973
OLDSMOBILE
USED PICKUP topper. k
or 753-7570.
Cutlass.
Power
steering
Late model. Call 753and brakes, air, factory
5500.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
tape. Almost new radial
and custom combining.
tires.
Call
527-8273.
FIREBIRD
con1969
Call 753-8090.
vertible, new motor,
transmission, starter, 1976 INTERNATIONAL
Scout. Good condition.
needs minor work. Best
Call 753-1804 after 5 p.
offer. Call 753-0650 after
m.
3:30 p.m.
1976 GRAND PRIX SJ.
Extra nice, low mileage.
Call 753-4705.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Oftered

RADIO, TELEVISION / CO
vAnto REPAIR SERVICE

47478841
Anderson
Electric Inc.
We con do Copelsort
& Dumont Worronty Service
Styr, 94 tost
to 9 p. es Tres., Wed.
end Thins 9• so to 10 p. en.
Fri. sled Sort Closed Son god
Moe
_

5...

Carrierii

Murray Paint
8,

RECIRKM
WIRIN6

Qualify Service
Company

Hobby Center

ri,krit,.,1 I.
1 .r.1 rittlef , 1.11

6145. 4t6 St.

753-7363

'Heat Pump

Speclohsts'

Hobby-Crofts
Toys

Modern Sheet Metal
t Service Departments.

I,.

Osten 10•
I. 7 p. at.

753-9290
Interior or Ei tenor

Painting
Quality Work
Reasonable Prices

Donald E.
Robinson
Painting Controct,)r
tt. 3, Morrey, Ky.
i..4r Free Estimate

7534333

OEBllnrS

Hwy.641
6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator
,

Regan-91=g &
Custom Built Furniture

502-492-8837

In,
,t,ell.1!,,,Ii,
.

474-8841
Anderson
Electric, Inc.
Paper
Hanging
Painting

753-0961
Residences,
cornmercial
Canvasing,
Bill Houghton, Rte . 6,
Box 68
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Ears Pierced FREE
- Your
With purchose of piercing earrings
3

799

$

PIM V•ctessoo.ei
Periettl,
00.14
P00•410.1 C DOW.' ,f
.reti .,ert Ai) Ova.
c14.idee. to.4e. 40
61.4

4. ^en
•
4.•ed

nde,

oleo te

Evert
Day
Except
Thurs.

S
0N'
11(11E11;

3

.1
y1

4,

THE WINNERS IN THIS DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY MUST STILL RUN AGAINST THE

REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATES
IN THE NOVEMBER GENERAL ELECTION
There will be three

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES
-for
on the November
Council
the Common
general election ballot. We are not on the
May 24th ballot as we are unopposed in the
Republican primary.
In November we will offer the residents of
Murray an opportunity to have new, qualified
persons on the Common Council.
We preset our november slate
Republican candidates:

of

Horse Show. ..

I Continued From Page 11

In the final class with Open
In the Open Three Gaited
Gaited Horse comFive
to
went
First
Horse class
it wan Attache' going
petitors,
by
Green Street Dude, ridden
with the trophy, ridden by Lee
by
owned
and
Nichols,
James
Shipman and owned by Mr.
Golden Meadows Farms of
and Mrs. Julian B. Thomas of
Benton, Ky.; Second to Riot Mayfield. Second place went
Lee
by
owned
Act, ridden and
to Wing-On, ridden by
Shipman of Cox's Creek, Ky.;
Raymond Shively and owned
to
going
Third
with
Barthel Insurance Agency
Stonewall's Dark Venture, by
of Evansville,Ind., while third
and
Crick
Ann
by
ridden
went to Miss select, ridden by..
owned by Top Hat Stables of
Ann Crick, and owned by Top
Ky.
Greenville,
Hat Stables of Greenville, Ky.
The top two winners in the
A crowd of about 1000 only
Fine Harness Horse class half-filled the exposition
were: First, First Look, center, but correspondent Nan
ridden by John Randolph, and Djekmann of National Horowned by J.H. Randolph and seman magazine said that the
Co. of Evansville, Ind.; and turnout and the competition
Second to Maple leaf's were good for this, the second
Destiny, ridden by Gametta year of the Citarity Horse
Brulock and owned by Maple Show.
Leaf Farirrof Seekonk, Mass.
She added that the, facility
Murrayan, Gene Rickman itself was one of the big
and his horse Jubilee took "pluses" for the region and
First in the Open Racking that "This horse show will
Horse class ahead of Heuer's definitely grow during the
Hot Shot, ridden by Don Heuer next few years."
With this year's show
of Cape Giradeau, Mo., and
Tanterras Delight, ridden by complete, the members of the
civic
Gail McCullan and owned by sponsoring
N.C. Edwards of Jackson, organizations, the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Tenn.
Woman's Club, and the
Bike
to
•
Horse
The Road
Murray Rotary Club will
class was won by Wildwood begin to take a look towards
Mike, ridden by Roger Smith
next year's show.
and owned by Plainview
But for now the thoughts or
Stables of Murray; followed
by Okey-Doke, ridden by most spectators will recall a
Raymond Shively, and owned blonde gal on a dark horse, a
by Roy Mordaunt of St. Paul, tiny horsewoman, and the
Minn.; and by Magnum man from Murray whose
Force, ridden by Dudley showmanship made the
Abbott and owned by Carolyn spectacle, for them, an enjoyable time.
White of Mt.Sterling,Ky.

MELODRAMA PLANNED—Plans are being made for an old fashioned melodrama to be presented June 16, 17,and
18 at the site of the old freight depot pictured above. Auditions for the productions will be held Tuesday, May 24,
from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. in the Public library meeting room. Adults in the area are particularly invited to audition for
Photo by Kaye Peebles
this unique show,sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Theatre Arts.

Court Upholds Convictions Of
Mitchell, Haldeman, Erlichman
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The
Supreme Court today upheld
the Watergate cover-up
convictions of former Atty.
Gen. John D. Mitchell and
onetime White House aides
H.R. Haldeman and John D.
Ehrlictunan.
Mitchell and Haldeman

have remained free pending claims by the three powerful
the outcome of this appeal. officials of former President
Ehrlichman already is in Richard M. Nixon's adprison. The court's action ministration that the threetoday means Mitchell and month trial that ended in their
Haldeman likely will be im- convictions Jan. 1, 1975 was
prisoned soon.
unfair.
The justices rejected the

John C. Neubauer
Realtor, real estate developer, building contractor, degree in business administration,
Northwestern University, real estate instructor
at Murray State University.

Stephen Yarbrough
Stock broker, instructor in .finance at Murray
State University, former purchasing agent for
B. F. Goodrich, masters degree in business ad:
ministration from Murray State University. ,

Erma Lafollefte
Civic leader and member of the Murray
Woman's Club.
, This odv paid for by John Neubauer
.0"

Election. .

. (Continued From Page 1)
Yargrough and Irma, LaFollette in the
running for this position. They Art Carl
November election.
Jewell, and Thomas!. Walker.
City Council (Ward B — Three inMayor of Murray Incumbent John
cumbents are opposed by 11 newcomers
E. Scott faces opposition from Melvin
in the Ward B race for siiiroecil
„
B. Henley.
nominations. Listed on. the ballot are
City County (Ward At — Ten can;
Boyd, Maurice P. Christopher,
Debbie
are
,
incumbents
four
including
didates,
Barry William Drew, William R.
seeking the six nominations for Murray
Furahes, Roy A. Harmon, Howard B.
Comnion Council member- from Ward
Koenen, C. C. Lowry, Carl B.Miller,J.
. A. They are: _Loyd Arnold, Billy J.
H.(Hardeman Nix, Dr. J. D. Outland,
Ballentine, Robert Downs, Dick
James
Hill,
U. Overbey, Johnny E. Rickman,
Sue
Amos
Hale,
George, Ruby
William M. Smith and Elbert A.
R. Rice, Martha Sammons, Rue!Stalls,
"Salty" Thomason. The incumbents
Jr., and David Willis. The incumbents
are Furches, Koenen and Lowry.
are Arnold, Hale, Stalls and Willis. The
Republican candidate John Neubauer
six—Democratic. nominees will be opwill apesar on the ballot with the six
posed by Republicans Stephen

The justices made nO
comment in refusing to review
the case. There were no
recorded dissents, but Justice
William H. Rehnquist noted
that he took no part in
deciding the case.

Democratic nominees in the November
election.
Magistrate, District 'One — Five
candidates will be attempting to unseat
incumbent magistrate-Charles Thomas
Bogard in the primary. Running
against Bogard are Roy L. Balentine,
Clint Earl Colson, Joseph J. Dolchan,
Jr., Wayne Flora and Rex Ramsey.
Magistrate, District Three —
Incumbent magistrate Ralph Bogard is
challenged by Billy M. Erwin.
Magistrate, District Four —
Incumbent Dan Bazzell is being opposed for the nomination by Steven
Alexander and Joshua "Josh" Tabers,
Sr.

NEED A RIDE
TO THE POLLS?
CALL 753-3855
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Elect a Value-Oriented Man,Elect

MELVIN B.
EY
HENL

MAYOR

A Family Nan

A man who knows how to
arrange priorities that's good business management

Flow Much Does It
Cost To Produce A
Gallon Of
Useable Water

A Native Calloway Countian

let's Keep The City Budget In Balance

A Working Man
P
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